Welcome to the CLC® work gear catalog. Our product designers have worked tirelessly to create classic styles with functional features that fit the needs of even the most discerning tradesman. While our factory craftsmen and women have taken great care in building each item to ensure quality throughout. Not only are our products stylish and functional, they’re built tough, too. We’ve selected the right materials throughout, and use proper construction techniques that will give you unrivaled durability. We take great pride in being the leader in the work gear category and work hard to remain The Industry Standard.

CLC® has been THE INDUSTRY STANDARD for over 35 years through an unrivaled dedication to innovation, craftsmanship and quality.
JOBSITE PROFILE: ELECTRICAL
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3 Levels of light output allow adjustment for wide area illumination or close-up work.

LED light handle can be easily directed at work area or into toolbag to help identify tools and parts.

Light Output/Levels: 39 Lumens max., 3 Levels.

Powered by two AAA batteries, included.

Convenient open compartment for power tools and accessories.

**TECH GEAR™**

**THE NEXT GENERATION OF TOOL STORAGE**
CLC’s Tech Gear Series brings innovation to the jobsite. Whether you’re an HVAC technician, electrician, plumber, or maintenance repair professional, the seamless integration of power distribution and rotating lights is sure to be a helpful convenience on any job. Our power distribution bags with our integrated power bank and built-in USB system allow you to simultaneously charge 2 devices. Tech Gear’s rotating LED lighted tool bags help you see into your bag or finish a project when light is scarce. We’ve designed and built Tech Gear bags to be the next generation of tool storage.
E-CHARGE LIGHTED USB CHARGING TOOL BACKPACK

**ECPL38**  **POCKETS**  **36**  Patent Pending

Integrated power distribution connects a 15000 mAh power bank to a built-in USB charging system and to an integrated 2-level, 200 lumen, swivel neck LED light.

Padded web carrying handles and adjustable shoulder straps make carrying more comfortable and convenient.

Vertical tool wall to organize a variety of extended screwdrivers and hand tools.

Large pads on back for extra comfort making carrying heavier loads more comfortable on stress areas of the back.

The back zippered charging compartment contains 4 internal charging wall pockets, built-in USB ports, power bank pocket and laptop sleeve.

Multiple interior panels hold a multitude of tools and accessories like drills, pliers, screwdrivers, wrench sets, drill bits, and tester.

The integrated 15000 mAh power bank and built-in USB system you can simultaneously charge 2 devices.

31 Multi-use pockets inside, 5 pockets outside, and 4 additional loops and measuring tape clip help organize a wide variety of hand tools.

Vertical tool wall to organize a variety of extended screwdrivers and hand tools.

Integrated 2-Level, 200 lumen LED light system with adjustable steel neck for lighting bag contents, and wide area or close-up work illumination.

4 Internal charging wall pockets for tablets, smartphones, and small laptops.

Removable 15000 mAh power bank with 2 USB ports (1), (3) for internal charging and a micro USB port (2) to recharge the power bank.

Recharge the power bank with a micro USB cable and AC wall adapter, both items included with the USB charging system.

Recharge the power bank with a micro USB cable and AC wall adapter, both items included with the USB charging system.
The E-Charge USB Charging Tool Backpack with integrated USB power distribution is designed to allow you to internally recharge 2 devices simultaneously with a removable 10000 mAh power bank.

**FEATURES**

- Backpack includes an internal USB charging system with a removable 10000 mAh power bank that simultaneously charges 2 devices.
- Vertical pockets keep tools in sight for quick access.
- Base pad feet help reduce wear and abrasion.
- Padded web carrying handles and adjustable shoulder strap.

The Tech Gear L255 Lighted backpack is a versatile tool bag that comes with an integrated 3 level LED light and holds a multitude of tools and accessories like drills, extension cords, pliers, screwdrivers, wrench sets, drill bits, testers and much more.

**FEATURES**

- Convenient, integrated 3 level LED light system.
- LED light can be easily directed at work area or into backpack to help identify tools and parts.
- Powered by 2 AAA batteries (included).
- 3 Levels of light output allow adjustment for wide area illumination or close-up work.
- Light output: 39 Lumens max.
- 9 Multi-use pockets inside and 44 outside to help organize a wide variety of hand tools.

The E-Charge USB Charging Tool Backpack with integrated USB power distribution is designed to allow you to internally recharge 2 devices simultaneously with a removable 10000 mAh power bank.

**FEATURES**

- Backpack includes an internal USB charging system with a removable 10000 mAh power bank that simultaneously charges 2 devices.
- Vertical pockets keep tools in sight for quick access.
- Base pad feet help reduce wear and abrasion.
- Padded web carrying handles and adjustable shoulder strap.

The Tech Gear L255 Lighted backpack is a versatile tool bag that comes with an integrated 3 level LED light and holds a multitude of tools and accessories like drills, extension cords, pliers, screwdrivers, wrench sets, drill bits, testers and much more.

**FEATURES**

- Convenient, integrated 3 level LED light system.
- LED light can be easily directed at work area or into backpack to help identify tools and parts.
- Powered by 2 AAA batteries (included).
- 3 Levels of light output allow adjustment for wide area illumination or close-up work.
- Light output: 39 Lumens max.
- 9 Multi-use pockets inside and 44 outside to help organize a wide variety of hand tools.
LIGHTED 14” CLOSED TOP TOOL BAG
Patent Pending

The BigMouth™ tool bag with 3 level LED lights are designed to help you work in low light conditions when you need to complete a project or look inside your tool bag.

FEATURES

 › Convenient, integrated 3 level LED light system.
 › 11 Multi-use pockets inside and 18 outside to help organize a wide variety of hand tools.
 › BigMouth™ design gives easy access to tools and accessories.
 › Padded web carrying handles and adjustable shoulder strap.
 › LED light can be easily directed at work area or into tool carrier to help identify tools and parts.
 › 3 Levels of light output allow adjustment for wide area illumination or close-up work.
 › Light output: 39 Lumens max.

A CLOSER LOOK

 › Swivels to light work area or bag contents.
 › Powered by 2 AAA batteries (included).
 › Base pad feet to help reduce wear and abrasion.

BAR HANDLE LIGHT 15” OPEN TOP TOOL CARRIER
Patent# 9,101,190

Open top tool carrier with 360° rotating 3 level LED lights and ergonomic handle are designed to help you work in low light conditions when you need to complete a project or look inside your tool bag.

FEATURES

 › Convenient open compartment for power tools and accessories.
 › 6 Multi-use pockets inside and 16 outside to help organize a wide variety of hand tools.
 › Base pad feet to help reduce wear and abrasion.
 › Padded, adjustable shoulder strap.
 › LED light handle can be easily directed at work area or into tool carrier to help identify tools and parts.
 › 3 Levels of light output allow adjustment for wide area illumination or close-up work.
 › Light output: 39 Lumens max.

A CLOSER LOOK

 › Swivels to light work area or bag contents.
 › Ergonomic handle design helps reduce fatigue.
 › Powered by 2 AAA batteries (included).
The Lighted Handle Roller Bag is a versatile bag that allows for easy transportation of your power tools and accessories over almost any terrain. Perfect for any job site, the built-in swiveling handle light allows you to light your work area or the inside of your bag with ease.

FEATURES

› Convenient, integrated 3 level LED light system.
› Large, sturdy telescoping handle extends for fast transport of heavy loads.
› Large interior holds most large power tools and accessories.
› 6 Multi-use pockets inside and 11 outside to help organize a wide variety of hand tools.
› Light output: 39 Lumens max.
› Powered by two AAA batteries (included).

A CLOSER LOOK

› Swivels to light work area or bag contents.
› Double zipper top folds back and magnetically attaches to telescoping handle.
› Heavy-duty treaded wheels for easy bag movement over rough terrain.

LIGHTED PRO CONTRACTOR’S BUSINESS PORTFOLIO

L217  LIGHT  BUILT-IN LED

This LED lighted Pro Contractor’s Business Portfolio with built in calculator, external tape measure clip and full zipper closure keeps you organized. Also features a flexible neck LED Light and 8½” x 11” note pad. LED light is powered by 2 #2016 batteries (included).

FEATURES

› Full zipper closure.
› Poly material with soft, textured spine.
› LED light is powered by 2 #2016 batteries (included).
› Multiple business card pockets.
› Spring clip for 8½” x 11” writing pad.
› External tape measure clip.

A CLOSER LOOK

› Built in calculator.
› Easily positioned LED light for use in low light conditions.
› Pen pockets and document sleeve.
SOFTSIDE TOOL CARRIERS

BUILT FOR ANY JOB
We offer the most complete line of tool bags in the industry. Check out our line of Tray Totes™, our accessible BigMouth® bags, or our bucket organizers. We have a bag to fill every need. Better still is how each bag is organized internally with plenty of pockets and straps to keep your hand tools in place.

**GENERAL SOFTSIDE TOOL CARRIER FEATURES**

- Padded web carrying handles.
- 2 Main zippered compartments and a large adjustable exterior pocket.
- Adjustable padded shoulder straps with slip-resistant material.
- 2-Way adjustable sternum strap.
- 36 Inside and 8 outside pockets to organize a wide variety of tools and accessories.
- Heavy-duty zippers.

**SOFTSIDE CATEGORY FORMATS**

- #1528
- #1578
- #1163
- #1134
- #1119
- #L258
- #1111

› TOOL CARRIER  
› TOOL BOX  
› TOTE BAG  
› BACKPACK  
› BUCKET ORGANIZER  
› ROLLER BAG  
› GEAR BAG
**8” ELECTRICAL & MAINTENANCE TOOL CARRIER**

- **POCKETS**: 25
- 7” x 5½” Multi-compartment plastic tray included to organize small parts.
- Padded carrying handle and adjustable shoulder strap.
- 8” x 8”W x 16”H

**11” ELECTRICAL & MAINTENANCE TOOL CARRIER**

- **POCKETS**: 22
- 8.75”x 6.5” Multi-compartment plastic tray included.
- Padded carrying handle and adjustable shoulder strap.
- 11” x 9”W x 19”H

**16” CENTER TRAY TOOL BAG**

- **POCKETS**: 17
- 13½” x 9” Multi-compartment plastic tray included, stores in middle compartment for easy access to the rest of bag contents.
- Main pocket with web loops to accommodate large tools.
- 16”L x 9”W x 9”H

**15” LARGE TRAYTOTE TOOL BAG**

- **POCKETS**: 23
- 13 Pockets outside and 10 inside pockets to organize a wide range of tools and accessories.
- 13½” x 9” Multi-compartment plastic tray included, to organize small parts.
- 15”L x 10”W x 12”H

**23” ELECTRICAL & MAINTENANCE TOOL CARRIER**

- **POCKETS**: 43
- 7” x 5½” Multi-compartment plastic tray included to organize small parts.
- Padded carrying handle and adjustable shoulder strap.
- 23”L x 9”W x 15”H

**12” SOFTSIDED TOOL BOX**

- **POCKETS**: 20
- 12 Multi-use outside pockets and 8 inside pockets to organize a wide range of tools and accessories.
- Window pocket for easy view of pocket contents.
- Zippered pocket to secure valuables.
- 12”L x 8½”W x 14”H
14” OPEN TOP SOFTSIDED TOOL BOX

- 21 Multi-use pockets to organize a wide range of tools and accessories.
- Sturdy metal handle bar with foam grip for easy carrying.
- Padded adjustable shoulder strap.
- Zippered pocket to secure valuables.
- 14”L x 11”W x 11”H

POCKETS  |  21

18” TOTE BAG WITH TOP PLASTIC TRAY

- 14 Pockets inside and 23 pockets outside to organize tools and accessories.
- Padded web carrying handles and adjustable shoulder strap.
- Abrasion resistant rubber feet.
- 13¼” x 3” Multi-compartment plastic tray to organize small parts on top for easy access.
- Large zippered inside pocket and heavy-duty tape clip.
- 18”L x 10”W x 11”H

POCKETS  |  37

12” TOTE BAG WITH TOP PLASTIC TRAY

- 8 Pockets inside and 13 pockets outside to organize tools and accessories.
- Padded web carrying handles.
- Abrasion resistant rubber feet.
- 8” x 3” Multi-compartment plastic tray to organize small parts recessed in top for easy access.
- 12”L x 8”W x 9”H

POCKETS  |  21

20” OPEN TOP SOFTSIDED TOOL BOX

- Removable and adjustable partition slides into place to customize tool box to your storage needs.
- Sturdy metal handle bar with foam grip for easy carrying.
- 12 Pockets outside and 15 pockets inside provide storage and organization for your favorite hand tools.
- Padded adjustable shoulder strap.
- 20”L x 11”W x 11”H

POCKETS  |  27

16” TOTE BAG WITH TOP PLASTIC TRAY

- 12 Pockets inside and 13 pockets outside to organize tools and accessories.
- Padded web carrying handles and adjustable shoulder strap.
- Abrasion resistant rubber feet.
- 10” x 3” Multi-compartment plastic tray to organize small parts, recessed in top for easy access.
- 16”L x 6”W x 11”H

POCKETS  |  25

24” ALL PURPOSE GEAR BAG

- All-purpose gear bag perfect for carrying air hoses, power tools, extension cords, etc.
- 7 Outside pockets to organize small tools or accessories.
- Padded adjustable shoulder strap.
- Abrasion resistant rubber feet.
- Reinforced padded carrying handles.
- 24”L x 12”W x 12”H

POCKETS  |  7
1132
HEAVY-DUTY TOOL BACKPACK

POCKETS  75

› Made of ballistic polyester fabric.
› Enough interior panels to hold a multitude of tools including: 14 pc. wrench sets, drills, extension cords, pliers, screwdrivers and much more.
› 7”x 5” Multi-compartment plastic tray included.
› Carry it with adjustable padded shoulder straps or handles.
› 13”W x 17½”H x 9”D

1134
DELUXE TOOL BACKPACK

POCKETS  44

› 36 Inside and 8 outside pockets to organize a wide variety of tools and accessories.
› 2 Main zippered compartments and a large adjustable exterior pocket.
› Adjustable padded shoulder straps with slip-resistant material.
› 2-Way adjustable sternum strap.
› 13¼”W x 16”H x 7½”D

18" MULTI-COMPARTMENT TOOL CARRIER

POCKETS  50

› 43 Pockets inside and 7 outside to organize tools and accessories.
› Large center compartment to carry power tools and accessories and 2 separate outside compartments.
› Zippered side panels prevent spillage of tools when carrying or storing carrier.
› Vertical pockets keep tools in sight for quick access.
› 18”L x 7”W x 14”H

13" MULTI-COMPARTMENT TOOL CARRIER

POCKETS  30

› 20 Pockets inside and 10 pockets outside to organize tools and accessories.
› Zippered side panel prevents spillage of tools when carrying or storing carrier.
› Vertical pockets keep tools in sight for quick access.
› Padded, reinforced web carrying handles and adjustable shoulder strap.
› 13”L x 7”W x 13”H
24" MEGAMOUTH™ TOTE BAG

- Pocket Count: 32
- Features:
  - 12 Multi-use pockets inside and 20 outside organize tools and accessories.
  - Internal metal frame holds bag open for easy access.
  - Large interior to carry power tools, circular saws, hard hats, etc.
  - Padded handles and adjustable shoulder strap.
  - 24"L x 11"W x 12"H

18" MEGAMOUTH™ TOTE BAG

- Pocket Count: 25
- Features:
  - 12 Multi-use pockets inside and 13 outside organize tools and accessories.
  - Internal metal frame holds bag open for easy access.
  - Large interior to carry power tools, circular saws, hard hats, etc.
  - Padded handles and adjustable shoulder strap.
  - 18"L x 11"W x 12"H

16" LARGE BIGMOUTH® TOTE BAG

- Pocket Count: 22
- Features:
  - 12 Multi-use pockets inside and 10 outside organize tools and accessories.
  - Opens wide for easy access to bag's contents.
  - Padded reinforced web carrying handles and adjustable shoulder strap.
  - Heavy duty stitching and bar tacking at all stress points.
  - 16"L x 8½"W x 10"H

12" BIGMOUTH® TOTE BAG

- Pocket Count: 14
- Features:
  - 8 Multi-use pockets inside and 6 outside organize tools and accessories.
  - Opens wide for easy access to bag's contents.
  - Reinforced web carrying handles.
  - Heavy duty stitching and bar tacking at all stress points.
  - 12"L x 8½"W x 9"H

18" LARGE TOOL TOTE

- Pocket Count: 17
- Features:
  - 17 Multi-use outside pockets organize tools and accessories.
  - Reinforced web carrying handles and adjustable shoulder strap.
  - Heavy-duty stitching and bar tacking at all stress points.
  - 18"L x 7"W x 9"H

14" STANDARD TOOL TOTE

- Pocket Count: 8
- Features:
  - 8 Multi-use pockets outside to organize tools and accessories.
  - Reinforced web carrying handles.
  - Heavy duty stitching and bar tacking at all stress points.
  - Zippered top for security.
  - 14"L x 5½"W x 6"H
2 UTILITY BAG COMBO

- Designed for plumbers, electricians, maintenance personnel, paint and general contractors.
- Separate and organize small parts and hand tools.
- Heavy-duty elastic strap keeps tools in place.
- Reinforced bottom panels.
- Unique socket holder with hook and loop closure holds metric and standard sockets.
- Stack or nest trays inside a standard 3½ - to 5-gallon bucket.
- Turn standard 3½ - to 5-gallon bucket into comfortable seat.
- Designed for plumbers, electricians, maintenance personnel, paint and general contractors.
- Reinforced bottom panels.
- 6 Large compartments for organizing and stowing small parts.
- 6 Pockets outside and 6 inside for a variety of tools and accessories.
- Easy-lock/push button-release drawstring system.
- "Soft" bottom panel prevents tipping and spilling.
- 10" Diameter x 7" High

 SOCKET / TOOL ROLL POUCH

- POCKETS | 32
- Unique socket holder with hook and loop closure holds metric and standard sockets.
- Heavy-duty elastic strap keeps tools in place.
- Adjustable quick-release buckle fastens pouch when not in use.
- Carrying handle for easy transport.
- 28"W x 14"H

 DRAWSTRING BUCKETBAG™

- POCKETS | 18
- 6 Large compartments for organizing and stowing small parts.
- 6 Pockets outside and 6 inside for a variety of tools and accessories.
- Easy-lock/push button-release drawstring system.
- "Soft" bottom panel prevents tipping and spilling.
- 10" Diameter x 7" High

 4" HIGH BUCKET TRAY

- Stack or nest trays inside a standard 3½ - to 5-gallon bucket.
- Durable, lightweight plastic.
- Unique "pop-up" carrying handle.

 2½" HIGH BUCKET TRAY

- Stack or nest trays inside a standard 3½ - to 5-gallon bucket.
- Durable, lightweight plastic.
- Unique "pop-up" carrying handle.

 EASYSEAT® BUCKET LID

- Turns standard 3½ - to 5-gallon bucket into comfortable seat.
- Slotted top design channels away moisture.
- Durable, lightweight plastic.
17
SOFTSIDE TOOL CARRIERS

48 POCKETS

TOP-OF-THE-LINE BUCKET ORGANIZER

› Made of durable, rugged, polyester fabric.
› 36 Triple row outside pockets, 25 double row inside pockets to organize a wide range of tools and accessories.
› Drill holder with side release buckle security strap.

BUCKET ORGANIZER

POCKETS  48

› 14 Double row pockets inside and 34 triple row outside organize a wide range of tools and accessories.
› Tape strap and key clip included.
› Drill pocket with hook and hoop handle strap.
› Designed to fit most standard 3½ to 5-gallon buckets.

JOBSITE PROFILE: PLUMBING
We design every kneepad we make with a focus on comfort, protection and function. Our top-of-the-line kneepads offer the ultimate in comfort by using a combination of layered gel and soft foam padding. The knee cups and strap systems are designed to hold the kneepad in place and make the fit as comfortable and safe as possible. We have kneepads for all applications with caps designed for stability, mobility, or for polished surfaces.
KEY KNEEPAD LAYER CONSTRUCTIONS

#376
GEL ULTRA
Injection-molded polyurethane and Gel technology give our Contour-Fit Knee Cups™ unsurpassed all day comfort and support.

INJECTION-MOLDED POLYURETHANE
GEL TECHNOLOGY

#367
GEL PLUS
Layered Gel, high density closed-cell foam and neoprene padding for superior all day comfort.

NEOPRENE LINING
PERFORATED TPE
GEL PAD

#342
2X FOAM
High-density, closed-cell foam inner pads for all day comfort.

CENTER NEOPRENE PANEL
CORE FOAM
EVA FOAM

#V237
FOAM
High-density, closed-cell foam padding for all day comfort.

TRICOT LINING
EVA FOAM

KEY KNEEPAD CAP AND SURFACE USES

FS FLOORING SURFACE
Non-Marring Cap
Indoor, Tile, Wood, Carpet, and Linoleum Flooring Surfaces.

RS RUGGED SURFACE
Hard Cap
Outdoor, Landscaping, Cement, Brick, and Stone Surfaces.

MS MULTI-SURFACE
Flexible TPE Cap
Outdoor, Indoor, Cement, Brick, and Flooring Surfaces.

GS GENERAL SURFACE
Molded Foam Cap
Gardening and Home Projects.

TPE: Thermoplastic Elastomers
EVA: Ethylene-Vinyl Acetate
PU: Polyurethane
GEL STABILI-CAP™
ARTICULATED KNEEPADS

SURFACE | MS - MULTI-SURFACE
--- | ---

Our Stabili-cap™ design provides a solid kneeling base and also allows for easier forward movement, effectively increasing your range of motion.

Articulated straps are configured to allow kneepads to “float over” the knees when standing, requires less strap adjustment, and provide greater all day comfort than traditional strap systems.

GEL ULTRA

One size fits most.

Injection-molded polyurethane and Gel technology give our Contour-Fit Knee Cups™ unsurpassed all day comfort and support.

GEL FLOORING KNEEPAD

SURFACE | FS - FLOORING SURFACE | GEL ULTRA
--- | --- | ---

Softcap™ design resists scratching and works well on hard, polished finish surfaces.

Web and woven elastic straps with slide buckle connectors allow for easy adjustment and a secure fit.

Injection-molded polyurethane and Gel technology give our Contour Fit Knee Cups™ unsurpassed all day comfort and support.

One size fits most.

GEL STABILI-CAP™ KNEEPADS

SURFACE | MS - MULTI-SURFACE | GEL ULTRA
--- | --- | ---

Our Stabili-Cap™ design provides a solid kneeling base and also allows for easier forward movement, effectively increasing your range of motion.

Web and woven elastic straps with slide buckle connectors allow for easy adjustment and a secure fit.

Injection-molded polyurethane and Gel technology give our Contour Fit Knee Cups™ unsurpassed all day comfort and support.

One size fits most.

GEL SWIVEL KNEEPADS

SURFACE | FS - FLOORING SURFACE | GEL ULTRA
--- | --- | ---

Our unique swivel cap design makes forward and lateral movement easier, effectively increasing your range of motion.

Web and woven elastic straps with slide buckle connectors allow for easy adjustment and a secure fit.

Injection-molded polyurethane and Gel technology give our Contour Fit Knee Cups™ unsurpassed all day comfort and support.

One size fits most.

AIRFLOW™ GEL KNEEPADS

SURFACE | MS - MULTI-SURFACE | GEL PLUS
--- | --- | ---

Airflow side panel design helps ventilate kneepad and reduce heat build-up.

Stabili-cap™ design provides a solid kneeling base and also allows for easier forward movement, effectively increasing your range of motion.

Layered Gel, high density closed cell foam and neoprene padding for superior all day comfort.

Elastic straps with hook and loop closures provide the right fit.

One size fits most.
Kneepads

GEL PLUS

Crafted from 1680D ballistic polyester throughout.

Two-strap fastening for added stability.

Breathable neoprene lower straps secure below the knee for comfort all day long.

PROFESSIONAL KNEEPADS

SURFACE RS - RUGGED SURFACE FOAM

- Thick, high-density, closed-cell foam for all day comfort.
- Breathable neoprene lower straps secure below the knee for added comfort.
- Large caps for more protective coverage.
- Upper elastic strap with slide buckle fasteners for rapid fit.
- One size fits most.

ARMADILLO™ KNEEPADS

SURFACE MS - MULTI-SURFACE 2X FOAM

- Full-size, flex-channel™ cap design is engineered with air cushion chambers.
- Deep side panels for added protection.
- Web and elastic straps with slide buckle connectors.
- One size fits most.

SWIVEL CAP KNEEPADS

SURFACE MS - MULTI-SURFACE FOAM

- Exclusive grooved cap design prevents thread abrasion.
- Slide buckle style fastening system with adjustable straps.
- Comfortable foam padding for extra knee protection.
- Tough, lightweight fabric covering.
- One size fits most.

NON-SKID SWIVEL CAP KNEEPADS

SURFACE FS - FLOORING SURFACE FOAM

- Exclusive grooved cap design prevents thread abrasion.
- Slide buckle style fastening system with adjustable straps.
- Comfortable foam padding for extra knee protection.
- Tough, lightweight fabric covering.
- One size fits most.
G361
PROFESSIONAL ULTRAFLEX® GEL KNEEPADS

SURFACE | FS - FLOORING SURFACE

- Slot and Dot strap connections.
- Soft, flexible outer shell protects and grips most surfaces without scratching or scuffing.
- “Comfort Zone” gel center provides maximum cushioning for all-day wearability.
- One size fits most.

361
ULTRAFLEX® NON-SKID KNEEPADS

SURFACE | FS - FLOORING SURFACE | FOAM

- Ultraflex® upper cap design for comfort and protection.
- Soft, flexible outer shell protects and grips most surfaces without scratching or scuffing.
- High density, closed-cell foam for all-day comfort.
- Slot and Dot strap connections.
- Memory-Flex™ synthetic rubber straps.
- One size fits most.

361
ULTRAFLEX® NON-SKID KNEEPADS

SURFACE | FS - FLOORING SURFACE | FOAM

- Ultraflex® upper cap design for comfort and protection.
- Soft, flexible outer shell protects and grips most surfaces without scratching or scuffing.
- High density, closed-cell foam for all-day comfort.
- Slot and Dot strap connections.
- Memory-Flex™ synthetic rubber straps.
- One size fits most.

V230
STITCHED PLASTIC CAP KNEEPADS

SURFACE | RS - RUGGED SURFACE | FOAM

- Exclusive grooved cap design prevents thread abrasion.
- Super tough, lightweight fabric covering.
- Comfortable foam padding for extra knee protection.
- Comfortable, double straps with hook and loop fasteners.
- One size fits most.

V230
STITCHED PLASTIC CAP KNEEPADS

SURFACE | RS - RUGGED SURFACE | FOAM

- Exclusive grooved cap design prevents thread abrasion.
- Super tough, lightweight fabric covering.
- Comfortable foam padding for extra knee protection.
- Comfortable, double straps with hook and loop fasteners.
- One size fits most.

V234
STITCHED NON-SKID KNEEPADS

SURFACE | RS - RUGGED SURFACE | FOAM

- Exclusive grooved cap design prevents thread abrasion.
- Comfortable foam padding for extra knee protection.
- Double straps with hook and loop fasteners.
- Tough, lightweight fabric covering.
- One size fits most.

V234
STITCHED NON-SKID KNEEPADS

SURFACE | RS - RUGGED SURFACE | FOAM

- Exclusive grooved cap design prevents thread abrasion.
- Comfortable foam padding for extra knee protection.
- Double straps with hook and loop fasteners.
- Tough, lightweight fabric covering.
- One size fits most.

V6355
GROMMETED EASY-SWIVEL KNEEPADS

SURFACE | RS - RUGGED SURFACE | FOAM

- Heavy duty construction throughout.
- Heavy plastic front caps for easy knee swiveling.
- Thick foam padding for all-day comfort.
- Slide buckle style fastening system with adjustable straps for convenience and fit.
- One size fits most.
ARMOR-FLEX™ KNEEPAD

SURFACE | MS - MULTI-SURFACE | FOAM

- Dense, laser cut, closed-cell foam for a better fit and added protection.
- Web and elastic straps with quick-clip connectors.
- Side-cut cap and pad design for comfort and mobility.
- Comfortable foam padding for extra protection.
- Flat face and deep cup design for added stability.
- Heavy-duty construction throughout.
- Thick cushioned rubber for heavy industrial use.
- One size fits most.

DURABLE FOAM KNEEPADS

SURFACE | GS - GENERAL SURFACE | FOAM

- Extra length, thick molded foam for comfort and protection.
- Hook and loop fasteners.
- Double adjustable elastic straps for a better fit.
- One size fits most.

DELUXE FOAM KNEEPADS

SURFACE | GS - GENERAL SURFACE | FOAM

- Molded foam for comfort.
- Hook and loop fasteners.
- Adjustable elastic strap.
- One size fits most.

ULTRA-LIGHT KNEEPADS

SURFACE | GS - GENERAL SURFACE | FOAM

- Lightweight foam pad.
- Adjustable elastic straps.
- Hook and loop fasteners.
- One size fits most.

HEAVY-DUTY FLOORING KNEEPADS

SURFACE | FS - FLOORING SURFACE | 2X FOAM

- Heavy-duty construction throughout.
- Comfortable foam padding for extra protection.
- Slide buckle style fastening system with adjustable straps for convenience and fit.
- One size fits most.

PROFESSIONAL HEAVY-DUTY MOLDED RUBBER KNEEPADS

SURFACE | MS - MULTI-SURFACE | RUBBER

- Flat face and deep cup design for added stability.
- Thick cushioned rubber for heavy industrial use.
- Double adjustable leather straps with steel buckles for secure fit.
- One size fits most.
MOLDED RUBBER KNEEPADS

SURFACE | MS - MULTI-SURFACE | RUBBER

- Molded rubber.
- Elastic straps with hook and loop fasteners.
- Lightweight and durable.
- One size fits most.

X-LARGE INDUSTRIAL KNEELING MAT

- Molded rubber.
- Elastic straps with hook and loop fasteners.
- Silicone free material.
- Beveled edge design.
- 36’ x 18’
- Unique handle location provides more useful kneeling area.
- Excellent shock absorption and cushioning properties.

MEDIUM INDUSTRIAL KNEELING MAT

- Molded rubber.
- Elastic straps with hook and loop fasteners.
- Silicone free material.
- Beveled edge design.
- 21” x 14”
- Unique handle location provides more useful kneeling area.
- Excellent shock absorption and cushioning properties.

SMALL INDUSTRIAL KNEELING MAT

- Molded rubber.
- Elastic straps with hook and loop fasteners.
- Silicone free material.
- Beveled edge design.
- 18” x 8”
- Unique handle location provides more useful kneeling area.
- Excellent shock absorption and cushioning properties.

LARGE INDUSTRIAL KNEELING MAT

- Molded rubber.
- Elastic straps with hook and loop fasteners.
- Silicone free material.
- Beveled edge design.
- 28” x 16”
- Unique handle location provides more useful kneeling area.
- Excellent shock absorption and cushioning properties.

- Molded rubber.
- Flat design for added stability.
- Adjustable web straps with metal buckle.
- One size fits most.

- Molded rubber.
- Elastic straps with hook and loop fasteners.
- Silicone free material.
- Beveled edge design.
- 18” x 8”
- Unique handle location provides more useful kneeling area.
- Excellent shock absorption and cushioning properties.
HEAVY DUTY LEATHER KNEEPADS

SURFACE  |  MS - MULTI-SURFACE  |  FELT

› Designed for comfort, protection, and support.
› Thick water-repellent felt lining.
› Heavy-duty leather.

› Designed for comfort, protection, and support.
› Adjustable leather straps with steel buckles.
› One size fits most.

HEAVY-DUTY EXTRA PADDING LEATHER KNEEPADS

SURFACE  |  MS - MULTI-SURFACE  |  FELT

› Designed for comfort, protection, and support.
› Double thickness felt lining for all day comfort.
› Heavy-duty leather.

› Adjustable leather straps with steel buckles.
› Riveted for extra strength.
› One size fits most.
APRONS AND COMBOS

THE INDUSTRY STANDARD
General contractor, carpenter, electrician, construction worker, we make an apron or combo that will fit your needs. Packed with features, our tool belts are depended upon by more tradesmen than any other brand. They appreciate CLC’s quality, value, and features, like our patented pouch handles, our gusset pocket design, variety of pouches, belts, and tool holders. We’re always thinking about how the job gets done, and we build our belts accordingly.
5605 XL - Fits waist sizes 47” - 55”.

5608 XL - Fits waist sizes 47” - 55”.

- Easy carry handle design provides simple adjustments, easy carrying and storage of apron without spilling contents.
- Totally versatile - all parts removable and interchangeable.
- 5” Wide padded comfort belt with double tongue steel roller buckle.
- Sta-Open feature on main reversed pockets.
- Rugged, lightweight ballistic poly fabric.
- Fits waist sizes 29” - 46”.

5608
4 PIECE CARPENTER’S COMBO

POCKETS | 17

- Easy carry handle design provides simple adjustments, easy carrying and storage of apron without spilling contents.
- Totally versatile - all parts removable and interchangeable.
- Rugged, lightweight ballistic poly fabric.
- Sta-Open feature on main reversed pockets.
- 5” Wide padded comfort belt with double tongue steel roller buckle.
- Fits waist sizes 29” - 46”.

5605
5 PIECE PROFESSIONAL CARPENTER’S COMBO

POCKETS | 18

- Easy carry handle design provides simple adjustments, easy carrying and storage of apron without spilling contents.
- Totally versatile - all parts removable and interchangeable.
- Rugged, lightweight ballistic poly fabric.
- Sta-Open feature on main reversed pockets.
51452
4 PIECE TOP-OF-THE-LINE PRO-FRAMER’S COMBO SYSTEM

POCKETS  27

› Crafted from super tough, ballistic poly and top grain leather.
› Easy carry handle design provides for simple adjustments and easy storage without spilling contents.
› 8 Main reversed nail/tool pockets.
› 17 Smaller pockets fit pliers, nail sets, pencils, knife, etc.
› Leather combination square and pry bar holders.
› 5” Wide padded comfort belt with double tongue steel roller buckle.
› Fits waist sizes 29” - 46”.

5609
3 PIECE ELECTRICIAN’S COMBO

POCKETS  20

› Easy carry handle design provides simple adjustments, easy carrying and storage of apron without spilling contents.
› Totally versatile - all parts removable and interchangeable.
› Rugged, lightweight ballistic poly fabric.
› Metal clip holds all measuring tape sizes.
› Metal tape chain and tool snap.
› Pocket to hold cordless drill.
› 3” Wide padded comfort belt with double tongue steel roller buckle.
› Fits waist sizes 29” - 46”.

Exclusive pocket to carry cordless drill or other power tools.
### 2617
6-PIECE CARPENTER’S BALLISTIC COMBO

- 28 POCKETS
- Double layer of rugged, lightweight ballistic poly fabric.
- Adjustable and padded suspenders to hold and distribute weight comfortably.
- Bottoms of main pockets are reinforced with PVC material for better resistance to abrasion.
- Prybar or combination square holders.
- 5” Wide padded comfort belt with double tongue steel roller buckle.
- Fits waist sizes 29” - 46”.

### 2605
4 PIECE CARPENTER’S BALLISTIC COMBO

- 20 POCKETS
- Rugged, lightweight ballistic poly fabric.
- Easy carry handle design provides simple adjustments, easy carrying and storage of apron without spilling contents.
- Gussets keep front pockets wide open for greater access.
- Built-in PVC utility knife pocket helps prevent accidental pouch punctures.
- Prybar or combination square holders.
- 5” Wide padded comfort belt with double tongue steel roller buckle.
- Fits waist sizes 29” - 46”.

### 2602
4 PIECE FRAMER’S BALLISTIC COMBO

- 16 POCKETS
- Rugged, lightweight ballistic poly fabric.
- Easy carry handle design provides simple adjustments, easy carrying and storage of apron without spilling contents.
- Gussets keep front pockets wide open for greater access.
- Built-in PVC utility knife pocket helps prevent accidental pouch punctures.
- Prybar or combination square holders.
- 3” Wide padded comfort belt with double tongue steel roller buckle.
- Fits waist sizes 29” - 46”.

- Exclusive metal hook to carry cordless drill, nail gun or other power tools.
6714
5 PIECE HEAVY-DUTY FRAMER’S COMFORT LIFT COMBO SYSTEM

POCKETS  31

- Improved pockets with more capacity and easy access to contents.
- Made of polyester fabric and ballistic binding.
- Unique, padded suspenders engineered to carry loads comfortably and distribute weight evenly without strain on lower back and hips.
- 5" Wide padded comfort belt with double tongue steel roller buckle.
- Bottoms of main pockets are reinforced for better resistance to abrasion.
- Easy carry handle design for simple adjustments and easy storage without spilling contents.
- Fits waist sizes 29" - 46".
- Exclusive metal hook to carry cordless drill, nail gun or other power tools.

1614
5 PIECE FRAMER’S COMFORT LIFT COMBO SYSTEM

POCKETS  20

- Made of polyester fabric and ballistic binding.
- Completely adjustable, padded suspenders engineered to hold and distribute weight evenly without strain on lower back and hips.
- Easy carry handle design for simple adjustments and easy storage without spilling contents.
- Sta-Open main pockets are tapered for faster access to contents.
- 3" Wide padded belt with steel roller buckle.
- Fits waist sizes 29" - 46".
1604  
4 PIECE CARPENTER’S COMBO APRON

POCKETS | 16

- 3" Wide padded belt with steel roller buckle.
- Center pocket for measuring tape, nails or other tools.
- Made of polyester fabric and ballistic binding.
- Fits waist sizes 29" - 46".
- 6 Main nail and tool pockets.
- 10 Smaller pockets for pliers, pencils, nail sets, etc.

1608  
4 PIECE ELECTRICIAN’S COMFORT LIFT COMBO SYSTEM

POCKETS | 28

- Made of polyester fabric and ballistic binding.
- Unique, padded suspenders engineered to carry loads comfortably and distribute weight evenly without strain on lower back and hips.
- Easy carry handle design for simple adjustments and easy storage without spilling contents.
- Zippered top flap pouch to prevent spillage of tools when not in use.
- Tape strap and metal hammer holder.
- 3" Wide padded comfort belt with steel roller buckle.
- Fits waist sizes 29" - 46".
- Built-in cordless drill pocket. For easy storage and carrying of most electric drills.
APRONS AND COMBOS

1649
4 PIECE COMBO APRON

- Made of polyester fabric and ballistic binding.
- 5 Main nail and tool pockets.
- 6 Smaller pockets for pliers, pencils, nail sets, etc.
- Metal clip holds all measuring tape sizes.
- Steel hammer loop.
- 2" Wide padded belt with steel roller buckle.
- Fits waist sizes 29" - 46".

1429
WORK APRON

- Made of polyester fabric and ballistic binding.
- 4 Main nail and tool pockets.
- 6 Smaller pockets for pliers, pencils, nail sets, etc.
- Center pocket for measuring tape, nails or other tools.
- Pry bar or combination square holder.
- 2" Wide web belt with steel buckle.
- Fits waist sizes 29" - 46".
- Metal, swinging hammer holder.

1370
WORK APRON

- Made of polyester fabric and ballistic binding.
- 4 Main nail and tool pockets.
- 3 Smaller pockets for pliers, pencils, nail sets, etc.
- Center pocket for measuring tape, nails or other tools.
- Pry bar or combination square holder.
- 2" Wide web belt with steel buckle.
- Fits waist sizes 29" - 46".

1245
SINGLE SIDED APRON

- Made of polyester fabric and ballistic binding.
- 2 Main nail and tool pockets.
- 3 Smaller pockets for pliers, pencils, etc.
- Metal clip for all sizes of measuring tapes.
- Steel hammer holder.
- 2" Wide web belt fits waists up to 46".
**LEATHER**

**21448**

4 PIECE PRO FRAMER’S COMBO SYSTEM

**POCKETS** 15

- 4 PIECE PRO FRAMER’S COMBO SYSTEM
- 4 Main nail and tool pockets.
- 6 Smaller pockets fit pliers, nails, pencils, etc.
- Center pocket for measuring tape, nails or other tools.
- Molded leather holder fits combination square or pry bar.
- Metal “snap-in” hammer loop.
- 2¼” Wide heavy leather belt with double tongue steel roller buckle.
- Fits waist sizes 29” - 46”.

**21448XL** - Fits waist sizes 47” - 55”.

Easy carry handle design provides simple adjustments, easy carrying and storage of combo without spilling contents.

Fits waist sizes 29” - 46”.

Main reversed nail and tool pockets.

Smaller pockets fit pliers, nails, pencils, etc.

Premium heavy duty top grain leather.

**19427**

CONSTRUCTION WORK APRON

**POCKETS** 12

- Heavy-duty leather.
- 4 Main nail and tool pockets.
- 6 Smaller pockets fit pliers, nails, pencils, etc.
- Center pocket for measuring tape, nails or other tools.
- Molded leather holder fits combination square or pry bar.
- Metal “snap-in” hammer loop.
- 2” Heavy-duty leather belt with double tongue roller buckle.
- Fits waist sizes 29” - 46”.

Leather 21448XL - Fits waist sizes 47” - 55”.

Easy carry handle design provides simple adjustments, easy carrying and storage of combo without spilling contents.

Fits waist sizes 29” - 46”.

Main reversed nail and tool pockets.

Smaller pockets fit pliers, nails, pencils, etc.

Premium heavy duty top grain leather.

**19427**

CONSTRUCTION WORK APRON

**POCKETS** 12

- Heavy-duty leather.
- 4 Main nail and tool pockets.
- 6 Smaller pockets fit pliers, nails, pencils, etc.
- Center pocket for measuring tape, nails or other tools.
- Molded leather holder fits combination square or pry bar.
- Metal “snap-in” hammer loop.
- 2” Heavy-duty leather belt with double tongue roller buckle.
- Fits waist sizes 29” - 46”.

Leather 21448XL - Fits waist sizes 47” - 55”.

Easy carry handle design provides simple adjustments, easy carrying and storage of combo without spilling contents.

Fits waist sizes 29” - 46”.

Main reversed nail and tool pockets.

Smaller pockets fit pliers, nails, pencils, etc.

Premium heavy duty top grain leather.
175274
CONSTRUCTION WORK APRON
POCKETS | 12
› Reversed heavy-duty leather.
› 4 Main nail and tool pockets.
› 8 Smaller pockets fit pliers, nail sets, pencils, etc.
› Double gussets keep front pockets wide open for easy access.
› Center pocket for measuring tape, nails or other tools.
› Molded leather holder fits combination square or pry bar.
› Metal swinging hammer loop.
› 2” Polyweb belt with roller buckle.
› Fits waist sizes 29" - 49”.

527X
HEAVY-DUTY CONSTRUCTION WORK APRON
POCKETS | 12
› Heavy-duty suede leather.
› Double gussets keep front pockets wide open for easy access.
› 4 Main nail and tool pockets.
› 6 Smaller pockets fit pliers, nail sets, pencils, etc.
› Center pocket for measuring tape, nails or other tools.
› Leather combination square holder or pry bar.
› 2” Polyweb belt with roller buckle.
› Fits waist sizes 29" - 49”.

I427X
HEAVY-DUTY WORK APRON
POCKETS | 12
› Heavy-duty suede leather.
› 4 Main nail and tool pockets.
› 6 Smaller pockets fit pliers, nail sets, pencils, etc.
› Center pocket for measuring tape, nails or other tools.
› Leather combination square holder or pry bar.
› Steel hammer loop.
› 2” Polyweb belt with roller buckle.
› Fits waist sizes 29" - 46”.

I370X3
HEAVY-DUTY WORK APRON
POCKETS | 8
› Heavy-duty suede leather.
› 4 Main nail and tool pockets.
› 3 Smaller pockets fit pliers, nail sets, pencils, etc.
› Center pocket for measuring tape, nails or other tools.
› Steel hammer loop.
› 2” Polyweb belt with quick release buckle.
› Fits waists 29" - 46”.
Bags with our patented Sta-Open™ gusset pocket design have a smooth, curved bottom that makes grasping nails, fasteners or parts a breeze. Hammer holders and tape clips are positioned for quick access and easy tool return to keep your motion uninterrupted. Whether made of leather or our rugged, but lightweight poly fabric, we’ve got a bag that’s right for you.
**BALLISTIC POLY**

**5833**

**BALLISTIC NAIL & TOOL BAG**

- Rugged, lightweight ballistic poly fabric.
- Innovative handle design for easy adjustment and carrying.
- 3 Main nail and tool pockets.
- 7 Smaller pockets for pliers, pencils, nail sets, etc.
- Pry bar holder.
- Metal tape clip.
- Gussets keep front pockets wide open for greater access.
- Fits waist sizes 29" - 46".

**2823**

**BALLISTIC NAIL & TOOL BAG**

- Rugged, lightweight ballistic poly fabric.
- Innovative handle design for easy adjustment and carrying.
- 3 Main nail and tool pockets.
- 7 Smaller pockets for pliers, pencils, nail sets, etc.
- Pry bar holder.
- Metal clip holds all measuring tape sizes.
- 2" Wide web belt with single tongue roller buckle.
- Fits waist sizes 29" - 46".
**POLYESTER**

**PK1836**

**FRAME'S NAIL & TOOL BAG WITH POLY WEB BELT**

- **POCKETS**: 5

- Made of polyester fabric and ballistic binding.
- 2 Main pockets for tools and nails.
- 2 Additional upper pockets.
- Steel hammer loops.
- 6 Smaller pockets for hand tools, pencils, nail sets, etc.
- Pry bar or combination square holder.
- Steel hammer loop.

**NAIL & TOOL BAG**

- **POCKETS**: 8

- Made of polyester fabric and ballistic binding.
- 2 Main nail and tool pockets.
- Steel hammer loops.
- 6 Smaller pockets for pencils, nail sets, etc.
- May be worn on left or right side.

**LEATHER**

**1933**

**CARPENTER'S NAIL & TOOL BAG**

- **POCKETS**: 10

- Heavy-duty leather.
- 2 Main nail and tool pockets.
- 2 Additional upper pockets.
- 6 Smaller pockets fit pliers, nail sets, pencils, etc.
- Metal clip holds all measuring tape sizes.
- Fits belts up to 2 3/4" wide.
- Steel hammer loop.
NAIL AND TOOL BAGS

Carpenter’s Nail & Tool Bag

- Reversed heavy-duty leather.
- Gussets keep front pockets wide open for greater access.
- 2 Large capacity main nail and tool pockets.
- 2 Additional upper pockets.
- Heavy-duty suede leather.
- 4 Main nail and tool pockets.
- 6 smaller pockets fit pliers, nail sets, pencils, etc.
- Metal clip holds all measuring tape sizes.
- Fits belts up to 2¾” wide.
- Steel hammer loop.
- Fits belts up to 2¾” wide.

Nail & Tool Bag with Poly Web Belt

- Heavy-duty suede leather.
- 2 Main nail and tool pockets.
- Smaller pocket fits pliers, nail sets, pencils, etc.
- Measuring tape strap.
- Leather side loop for hammer or combination square holder.
- 2” Poly web belt with quick release buckle.
- Fits waists up to 46”.

Standard Size Single Bag

- Heavy-duty suede leather.
- Fits belts up to 2¾” wide.
- Large capacity nail and tool pocket.
We’ve got you covered with our offering of leather, or heavy-duty fabric tool pouches in multiple configurations to satisfy the needs of just about any electrician, maintenance technician, drywaller, or all-around handyman. Pockets are designed to fit the tools you use.
BALLISTIC POLY

5508
PROFESSIONAL ELECTRICIAN'S TOOL POUCH

POCKETS 20

› Rugged, lightweight ballistic poly fabric.
› 3 Large main pockets and 3 smaller pockets.
› 6 Large screwdriver holders.
› Electrical tape chain and tool snap.
› Metal clip holds all measuring tape sizes.
› Innovative handle design for easy adjustment and carrying.

5505
PROFESSIONAL ELECTRICIAN'S POUCH

POCKETS 12

› Rugged, lightweight ballistic poly fabric.
› 3 Large main pockets and 3 smaller pockets.
› 6 Large screwdriver holders.
› Electrical tape chain and tool snap.
› Metal clip holds all measuring tape sizes.
› Innovative handle design for easy adjustment and carrying.

HANDLE AND PADDED SHOULDER STRAP DESIGN FOR EASY STORAGE AND THE IDEAL WAY TO CARRY LOADED TOOL POUCH.

ADJUSTABLE SHOULDER STRAP.

RUGGED, LIGHTWEIGHT BALLISTIC POLY FABRIC.

6 LARGE SCREWDRIVER HOLDERS.

STEEL HAMMER LOOP.

HEAVY-DUTY TOOL SNAP AND ELECTRICAL TAPE STRAP.
POLYESTER

1509
ZIPPERED PROFESSIONAL ELECTRICIAN’S TOOL POUCH

POCKETS | 21

- Made of polyester fabric and ballistic binding.
- Snap-back feature helps keep cover out of the way.
- Zippered cover to keep tools secure when not in use.
- Additional large front panel pocket.
- J-clip, tape strap, and measuring tape clip.
- Zipper cover secures parts and tools in pouch.
- Rubber handle and padded shoulder strap design for easy storage and the ideal way to carry loaded tool pouch.

1524
MEDIUM ZIPTOP™ UTILITY POUCH

POCKETS | 11

- Made of polyester fabric and ballistic binding.
- Snap-back feature helps keep cover out of the way.
- J-clip, tape strap, and measuring tape clip.
- Zipper cover secures parts and tools in pouch.

1523
SMALL ZIPTOP™ UTILITY POUCH

POCKETS | 7

- Made of polyester fabric and ballistic binding.
- Snap-back feature helps keep cover out of the way.
- Additional large front panel pocket.
- Zipper cover secures parts and tools in pouch.
TOOL Pouches

- Made of polyester fabric.
- Main zippered compartment with 7 internal pockets.
- 2 External pockets and 5 web loops.
- Carabiner for keys, small tools, etc.
- Electrical tape strap.
- 4 Pockets with one padded pocket to fit most compact cell phones.
- Webbing loop for small flashlights or other tools.
521
ELECTRICIAN’S TOOL POUCH
POCKETS | 8

- Heavy-duty leather.
- Main deep pocket.
- 6 Additional front and side pockets for screwdrivers, wrenches, etc.
- Fits belts up to 2 ¾” wide.

526
ELECTRICAL & MAINTENANCE TOOL CARRIER
POCKETS | 17

- Heavy-duty leather.
- Box-shaped design prevents tipping.
- Electrical tape chain.
- Large divided main pocket for extra tool capacity.
- Leather reinforced carrying handle and electrical tape chain.

W500
ELECTRICIAN’S TOOL POUCH
POCKETS | 8

- Heavy-duty leather.
- Main deep pocket.
- Leather hammer loop.
- Leather measuring tape holder.
- Electrical tape chain and metal tool clip.
W438
ELECTRICAL & MAINTENANCE TOOL POUCH
POCKETS | 6
---|---
› Heavy-duty leather.
› Main deep pocket.
› 2 Front molded tool pockets.
› 2 Tapered screwdriver holders.
› Fits belts up to 2 ¾" wide.
› Leather measuring tape holder.
› Electrical tape chain and metal tool clip.

K485R1
STANDARD DRYWALLER’S TOOL POUCH
POCKETS | 8
---|---
› Heavy-duty leather.
› Double-row main pockets designed for drywaller’s hand tools.
› Sharpening stone holder.
› Metal clip holds all measuring tape sizes.
› Steel hammer loop.
› Fits belts up to 3 ¾" wide.

407
BOX-SHAPED, ALL-PURPOSE TOOL POUCH
POCKETS | 1
---|---
› Heavy-duty leather.
› Fits belts up to 2" wide.
› Main molded pocket 4 ¼" x 7 ½".

700
LEATHER TOOL POUCH
POCKETS | 5
---|---
› Heavy-duty leather.
› Large main pocket.
› 2 Smaller molded front pockets.
› 2 Screwdriver loops.
› Fits belts up to 2 ¾" wide.

408
BOX-SHAPED, ALL-PURPOSE TOOL POUCH
POCKETS | 1
---|---
› Heavy-duty leather.
› Fits belts up to 2 ¼" wide.
› Main molded pocket.
› 2 Small tool loops.
Some tools deserve special treatment. We’ve created a line of tool holders so you can get right to that tool you use the most. Whether it’s your tape measure, hammer, pliers, cordless drill, or cell phone, we’ve got a holder to keep it close at hand. Check out our full line of versatile holders and we’re sure you’ll find one that’s just right. See our complete line of mobile device holders.
TOOL HOLDERS

3 MULTI-PURPOSE, CLIP-ON, ZIPPERED BAGS

- Made of polyester fabric.
- Includes 3 convenient sizes: 9” x 7”, 7” x 6” and 6” x 5”.
- Durable clip hangs on tool belts, belt loops.
- Carry and organize all your parts, tools and accessories.

ELECTRICAL METER / TESTER / PHONE HOLDER

- Made of polyester fabric.
- Safety strap with hook and loop fastener.
- Heavy-duty metal clip on back.
- 6”H x 3”W x 2”D

CORDLESS DRILL HOOK

- Conveniently holds most cordless drills.
- Ball-capped hook safely holds your drill.
- Hook storable in a closed position.
- Elastic webbing sleeve and pockets for bits and extensions.

4 POCKET MULTI-PURPOSE TOOL HOLDER

- Securely holds small tools or accessories like pliers, mini flashlights, screwdrivers, etc.
- Versatile 3-way attachment for pants, web suspenders, work aprons, etc.
- Made of polyester fabric.

5 POCKET CELL PHONE AND TOOL HOLDER

- Made of durable polyester fabric.
- Versatile 3-way attachment for pants, web suspenders, work aprons, etc.
- Securely holds small tools and accessories like pliers, mini-flashlights, screwdrivers, multi-tools, etc.

TOOL AND KNIFE HOLDER

- Made of polyester fabric.
- Designed for utility and “lock back”-style knives, pliers or snips.
- Sleeves for pens, markers, carpenter’s pencils, with measuring tape clip.
- Easily snaps on to belts up to 2” wide.

SMARTPHONE HOLDER

- Versatile 3-way attachment for belts and pants.
- Elastic side pockets for pens, pencils, small tools, etc.
- Holds most brand of smartphones.
- Heavy-duty clip on back and padded inside to protect cell phones.

CELL PHONE HOLDER

- Specially designed to securely hold smaller cell phones.
- Versatile 2-way attachment for belts, pants, etc.
- Heavy-duty clip on back, elastic side panels and padded interior to protect cell phones.

MOSSY OAK® CELL PHONE HOLDER

- Specially designed to securely hold smaller cell phones.
- Versatile 2-way attachment for belts, pants, etc.
- Heavy-duty clip on back, elastic side panels and padded interior to protect cell phones.

*Mossy Oak® is a trademark used under license from Hass Outdoors, Inc., by CLC.
**SNAP-IN** SWINGING HAMMER HOLDER

- Heavy-duty suede leather.
- Cradle design keeps hammer secure.
- Swing feature keeps hammer vertical.
- Fits belts up to 2¾” wide.

**MEASURING TAPE HOLDER**

- Heavy-duty leather.
- Molded leather body retains shape.
- Snap closure safety strap helps secure measuring tape.
- Riveted construction.
- Easy out keel design.
- Fits belts up to 2¼” wide.

**STEEL LOOP HAMMER HOLDER**

- Heavy-duty leather.
- Cradle design reduces hammer movement.
- Fits belts up to 2¾” wide.

**“SNAP-IN” SWINGING HAMMER HOLDER**

- Heavy-duty leather.
- Snap-in design for quick insertion.
- Swing feature keeps hammer vertical.
- Fits belts up to 2¾” wide.

**STEEL SWINGING HAMMER HOLDER**

- Heavy-duty leather.
- Cradle design keeps hammer secure.
- Swing feature keeps hammer vertical.
- Fits belts up to 2¾” wide.

**ALL-PURPOSE SUEDE TOOL POUCH**

- Heavy-duty suede leather.
- Accommodates a variety of tools.
- Full length zippered closure.
- 10”L x 6”H
PLIER / TOOL HOLDER

- Heavy-duty leather.
- Molded, open-bottom design holds a variety of tools.
- Fits belts up to 2¼” wide.

PLIER / TOOL HOLDER

- Heavy-duty leather.
- Molded, closed-bottom design retains shape.
- Fits belts up to 2¼” wide.

TOOL / UTILITY KNIFE SHEATH

- Heavy-duty leather.
- Holds knives and narrow tools.
- Fits belts up to 2” wide.

PLIER HOLDER

- Heavy-duty leather.
- Fits narrow-type hand tools up to 10” long.
- Molded leather retains shape.
- Fits belts up to 2¼” wide.

PLIER HOLDER

- Heavy-duty leather.
- Fits narrow-type hand tools up to 10” long.
- Molded leather retains shape.
- Slotted safety snap.
- Fits belts up to 2¼” wide.

ECONOMY PLIER / TOOL HOLDER

- Heavy-duty leather.
- Fits narrow-type hand tools up to 10” long.
- Fits belts up to 2½” wide.

UTILITY KNIFE SHEATH

- Heavy-duty leather.
- Fits most curved-handle knives.
- Fiber liner resists cut-through.
- Fits belts up to 2¼” wide.

MEASURING TAPE CLIP

- Heavy-duty leather.
- Metal clip holds all measuring tape sizes.
- Fits belts up to 2¼” wide.

BOX-SHAPED UTILITY KNIFE SHEATH

- Heavy-duty leather.
- Fits most curved-handle knives.
- Fiber liner resists cut-through.
- Fits belts up to 2¼” wide.
Integrated LED light system allows for fishing from dusk to dawn.

Select from high or low level white LED light output or a convenient green light setting.

Light is easily positioned, has 3 output levels, and can shine into backpack.

Powered by two AAA batteries, included.

Main compartment holds multiple trays.

WILD RIVER®
THE NEXT GENERATION OF TACKLE BAGS
Introducing Wild River®, an exciting new brand of outdoor adventure gear developed by CLC®. CLC has over 35 years of experience manufacturing quality work gear for the construction trade including tool belts and tool bags. Now we’re taking that knowledge and expertise along with our passion for the outdoors and applying it to our new Wild River gear.

**TACKLE TRAY SIZES**

- **3500** - Small Tray - max size 9” W x 1.25” H x 4.75” D
- **3600** - Med Tray - max size 10.75” W x 1.75” H x 7” D
- **3700** - Large Tray - max size 14” L x 2” H x 8.75” D
Select from high or low level white LED light output or a convenient green light setting.

Light is easily positioned, has three output levels, and can shine into backpack.

10000mAh rechargeable USB power supply extends the battery life of personal electronics (INCLUDED).

4 Power adapter tips and USB cable (micro USB, mini USB, Apple Lightning, Apple 30-pin) (INCLUDED).

Upper storage area with removable divider converts backpack for storage of large items.

 WN3605 - Lighted Backpack with USB Charging System without Trays

Solar Panel Charger

SP01  (SOLD SEPARATELY)

- 6 Volt / 3 Watt Monocrystalline solar panel.
- Designed to trickle charge the Nomad XP battery pack with direct sunlight.

- The optional Solar Panel is designed to clip to the front of the Wild River® Nomad XP tackle backpack and trickle charge the USB Power Supply included with the backpack.
NOMAD - LIGHTED BACKPACK

WT3604 - Nomad Lighted Backpack with four #3600 trays.
WN3604 - Nomad Lighted Backpack without trays.

- Integrated LED light system allows for fishing from dusk to dawn.
- Select from high or low level white LED light output or a convenient green light setting.
- Protective rain cover to keep your bag contents dry.
- Upper storage area with removable divider converts backpack for storage of large items.
- Large adjustable padded shoulder straps with added sternum strap for better comfort and fit.
- Removable self-retracting steel cable lanyard for clippers or small tools.
- Capacity to hold up to six #3600 and four #3500 trays.
- Base pad feet to help reduce wear and abrasion.

A CLOSER LOOK

REMovable plier holder goes from bag to belt so your pliers are easy to find.

RECON - LIGHTED COMPACT BACKPACK

WT3503 - Recon Compact Backpack with four #3500 trays.
WN3503 - Recon Compact Backpack without trays.

- Integrated LED light system allows for fishing from dusk to dawn.
- Select from high or low level white LED light output or a convenient green light setting.
- Upper storage area with removable divider converts backpack for storage of large items.
- Removable plier holder goes from bag to belt so your pliers are easy to find.
- Clear internal pocket to keep your maps and licenses visible but dry.
- Removable self-retracting steel cable lanyard for clippers or small tools.
- Lower tray compartment for storage of up to four #3500 trays or two #3600 trays with removable divider down.
- Base pad feet to help reduce wear and abrasion.

A CLOSER LOOK

- Upper storage area with removable divider converts backpack for storage of large items.
- Protective rain cover to keep your bag contents dry.
- Light is easily positioned, has three output levels, and can shine into backpack.

WCT604 - Mossy Oak® version with four #3600 trays.
WCN604 - Mossy Oak® version without trays.

*Mossy Oak® is a trademark used under license from Hass Outdoors, Inc., by CLC.

WTC503 - Mossy Oak® version with four #3500 trays.
WCN503 - Mossy Oak® version without trays.

*Mossy Oak® is a trademark used under license from Hass Outdoors, Inc., by CLC.
Bar handle design has a rotating grip with a built-in LED light system.

Top storage area with two adjustable dividers lets you customize your bag.

Extra pocket for beverage storage.

Bar handle design has a 360° rotating built-in LED light system.

Select from high or low level white LED light output or a convenient green light setting.

Permanently mounted molded sunglass holder helps keep your glasses safe.

Clear internal pocket to keep your maps and licenses visible but dry.

Adjustable padded shoulder strap.

Removable plier holder goes from bag to belt so your pliers are easy to find.

Capacity to hold up to seven #3700 and two #3600.

Base pad feet to help reduce wear and abrasion.

Clip-on LED light allows you to conveniently attach light to wherever it’s needed.

Zipper pocket holds bait aerator and spare batteries. (Aerator and batteries not included).

Storage pockets with securing straps for two #3500 trays.

Fits most 5-gallon size buckets.

Additional large zipper pocket to hold an extra tray, reels, line, tools or parts.

Storage pockets with securing straps for two #3500 trays.

Fits most 5-gallon size buckets.

Additional large zipper pocket to hold an extra tray, reels, line, tools or parts.

Bar handle design has a rotating grip with a built-in LED light system.

Select from high or low level white LED light output or a convenient green light setting.

Permanently mounted molded sunglass holder helps keep your glasses safe.

Clear internal pocket to keep your maps and licenses visible but dry.

Adjustable padded shoulder strap.

Removable plier holder goes from bag to belt so your pliers are easy to find.

Capacity to hold up to seven #3700 and two #3600.

Base pad feet to help reduce wear and abrasion.

Clip-on LED light allows you to conveniently attach light to wherever it’s needed.

Zipper pocket holds bait aerator and spare batteries. (Aerator and batteries not included).

Storage pockets with securing straps for two #3500 trays.

Fits most 5-gallon size buckets.

Additional large zipper pocket to hold an extra tray, reels, line, tools or parts.

Bar handle design has a rotating grip with a built-in LED light system.

Select from high or low level white LED light output or a convenient green light setting.

Permanently mounted molded sunglass holder helps keep your glasses safe.

Clear internal pocket to keep your maps and licenses visible but dry.

Adjustable padded shoulder strap.

Removable plier holder goes from bag to belt so your pliers are easy to find.

Capacity to hold up to seven #3700 and two #3600.

Base pad feet to help reduce wear and abrasion.

Clip-on LED light allows you to conveniently attach light to wherever it’s needed.

Zipper pocket holds bait aerator and spare batteries. (Aerator and batteries not included).

Storage pockets with securing straps for two #3500 trays.

Fits most 5-gallon size buckets.

Additional large zipper pocket to hold an extra tray, reels, line, tools or parts.

Bar handle design has a rotating grip with a built-in LED light system.

Select from high or low level white LED light output or a convenient green light setting.

Permanently mounted molded sunglass holder helps keep your glasses safe.

Clear internal pocket to keep your maps and licenses visible but dry.

Adjustable padded shoulder strap.

Removable plier holder goes from bag to belt so your pliers are easy to find.

Capacity to hold up to seven #3700 and two #3600.

Base pad feet to help reduce wear and abrasion.

Clip-on LED light allows you to conveniently attach light to wherever it’s needed.

Zipper pocket holds bait aerator and spare batteries. (Aerator and batteries not included).

Storage pockets with securing straps for two #3500 trays.

Fits most 5-gallon size buckets.

Additional large zipper pocket to hold an extra tray, reels, line, tools or parts.
MULTI-TACKLE SERIES

Wild River by CLC is excited to introduce the newest member of our outdoor family, the Multi-Tackle (MT) series. The MT outdoor backpacks are designed with the sportsman in mind and is the ultimate solution for all your tackle storage needs. The endless storage configurations are just a few of the many features this series has to offer.

MULTI-TACKLE LARGE BACKPACK

Storage configuration: Fits up to six #3500 style trays in top compartment and four #3600 style trays in main compartment.

WT3606 - Multi-Tackle Large Backpack with two #3600 style trays.

WN3606 - Multi-Tackle Large Backpack without trays.

› Lower tray compartment for storage of up to four #3600 style trays.
› Large upper storage area with removable divider, converts backpack for storage of larger items.
› Front pocket cover folds down to provide a convenient work surface.
› Large adjustable padded shoulder straps with sternum strap for all day comfort and fit.
› Clear internal pocket to keep your maps and licenses visible but dry.
› Capacity to hold up to six #3600 and four #3500 style trays.
› Base pads to reduce wear and help keep bag clean and dry.

MULTI-TACKLE SMALL BACKPACK

Storage configuration: Fits up to two #3600 style trays in top compartment with divider down and four #3500 style trays in main compartment.

WT3508 - Multi-Tackle Small Backpack with two #3500 style trays.

WN3508 - Multi-Tackle Small Backpack without trays.

› Lower tray compartment for storage of up to four #3500 style trays.
› Large upper storage area with removable divider, converts backpack for storage of larger items.
› Front pocket cover folds down to provide a convenient work surface.
› Large adjustable padded shoulder straps.
› Clear internal pocket to keep your maps and licenses visible but dry.
› Storage of up to four #3500 or two #3600 style trays with the divider down.
› Base pads to reduce wear and help keep bag clean and dry.
CLIMATE GEAR™
WHEN THE ELEMENTS ARE WORKING AGAINST YOU
3 PIECE HEAVYWEIGHT PVC RAIN SUIT

SIZES | M, L, X, 2X, 3X, 4X

- Constructed with heavyweight 0.35mm PVC with polyester backing.
- Jacket, bib pants and detachable drawstring hood.
- Rear mesh vents for breathability.
- Bib style pants with snap fly front and adjustable straps.

3 PIECE POLYESTER RAIN SUIT

SIZES | M, L, X, 2X, 3X, 4X

- Constructed with 0.18mm polyester.
- Jacket, elastic pants and detachable drawstring hood.
- Drawstring elastic waist pants for comfortable fit.
- Storm front jacket with double fly snap.
- Rear mesh panel for breathability.

3 PIECE NYLON RAIN SUIT

SIZES | M, L, X, 2X, 3X, 4X

- Constructed with 0.18mm nylon.
- Jacket, elastic pants and detachable drawstring hood.
- Black with gold striping.
- Storm front jacket with zippered closure.
- Drawstring elastic waist pants.
- Internal back mesh panel for breathability.

3 PIECE ANSI CLASS 3 POLYESTER RAIN SUIT

SIZES | M, L, X, 2X, 3X

- Constructed with 0.18mm oxford polyester.
- Jacket, bib pants and detachable drawstring hood.
- High visibility fluorescent lime body material with reflective strips.
- Heavy-duty buckles on bib overall straps.
3 PIECE HEAVYWEIGHT PVC RAIN SUIT

SIZES | M, L, X, 2X, 3X

› Constructed with heavyweight 0.35mm PVC with polyester backing.
› Jacket, bib pants and detachable drawstring hood.
› Rear mesh vents for breathability.
› Bib style pants with snap fly front and adjustable straps.

2 PIECE HEAVYWEIGHT PVC TRENCH COAT

SIZES | M, L, X, 2X, 3X, 4X

› Constructed with heavyweight 0.35mm PVC with polyester backing.
› Trench coat and detachable drawstring hood.
› Storm front coat with double fly snap.
› Rear mesh panel for breathability.

LIGHTWEIGHT PVC RAIN PONCHO

SIZES | LARGE 50" x 80"

› Lightweight 0.10mm PVC body material.
› Attached hood.
› Welded seam construction.

LIGHTWEIGHT PVC RAIN PONCHO

SIZES | LARGE 50" x 80"

› Lightweight 0.10mm PVC body material.
› Large size, 50" x 80".
› One size fits most.
› Attached hood.
› Welded seam construction.

Other Colors:
- R10430 - Blue
- R10440 - Red
EMERGENCY PONCHO

**R11610**

**SIZES** | ONE SIZE FITS MOST

- Attached hood.
- Transparent
- Waterproof

---

PVC RAIN BOOTS

**R230**

**SIZES** | 7-14

- Cleated sole for traction.
- Over-the-sock sizing.

---

17” SLUSH/RAIN BOOTS

**R200**

**SIZES** | 7-17

- Red rubber bar tread sole for longer wear and traction.
- Fabric-lined for easy removal.
- Over-the-shoe sizing.
- Top strap with buckle for tightening adjustment.
- Fabric-lined for easy removal.
- Over-the-shoe sizing.
- Black rubber bar tread sole for longer wear and improved traction.
- Fabric-lined for easy removal.
- Over-the-shoe sizing.

---

PLAIN TOE RUBBER RAIN BOOTS

**R210**

**SIZES** | 7-16

- Red rubber bar tread sole for longer wear and traction.
- Fabric-lined for easy removal.
- Over-the-sock sizing.
- Steel shank for stability and durability.
BELTS AND SUSPENDERS
TAKE A LOAD OFF
We've designed our tool belts and pouches to carry the necessities that get you through your day, and our high quality work belts and suspenders help carry the load. Whether your preference is for lighter weight, breathable polyester or tried-and-true leather, we have a belt that's sure to fit. And if you're the type that likes to load up your apron or pouches with a tool for any situation, our suspenders will help distribute that extra weight and shoulder the load a little more comfortably.

### 5000 ELASTIC BACK SUPPORT BELT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>ONE SIZE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8” Wide heavy-duty elastic back panel.</td>
<td>5” Wide elastic side bands for custom fit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1¼” Wide elastic adjustable suspenders.</td>
<td>4 Internal stays provide extra support.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **5000S** - Fits waist sizes 26” - 32”.
- **5000M** - Fits waist sizes 32” - 38”.
- **5000L** - Fits waist sizes 38” - 47”.
- **5000XL** - Fits waist sizes 47” - 56”.

### 5625 5” WIDE PADDED COMFORT BELT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>ONE SIZE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heavy-duty double layer lightweight fabric will not rot, crack, harden or mildew.</td>
<td>Foam padding with breathable mesh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fits waist sizes 29” - 46”.</td>
<td>2” Double tongue steel roller buckle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grip strip fastening system holds pouches securely in place.</td>
<td>Fits waist sizes 29” - 46”.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **5625XL** - Fits waist sizes 47” - 55”.

### 5623 3” WIDE PADDED COMFORT BELT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>ONE SIZE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heavy-duty double layer lightweight fabric will not rot, crack, harden or mildew.</td>
<td>Foam padding with breathable mesh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fits waist sizes 29” - 46”.</td>
<td>2” Double tongue steel roller buckle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grip strip fastening system holds pouches securely in place.</td>
<td>Fits waist sizes 29” - 46”.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2” EMBOSSED LEATHER WORK BELT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>ONE SIZE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Embossed heavy-duty leather.</td>
<td>Steel single tongue roller buckle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trim to fit waist sizes 29” - 46”.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 1 ¾” EMBOSSED LEATHER WORK BELT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>ONE SIZE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Embossed heavy-duty leather.</td>
<td>Steel single tongue buckle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trim to fit waist sizes 29” - 46”.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 2¾" TAPERED LEATHER WORK BELT

**Sizes**: S, M, L  
- Steel double tongue roller buckle.  
- 962S - Fits waist sizes 29" - 34".  
- 962M - Fits waist sizes 35" - 40".  
- 962L - Fits waist sizes 41" - 46".

### 2" WIDE LEATHER WORK BELT

**Size**: One Size  
- Steel double tongue roller buckle.  
- Heavy-duty leather.

### 2¼" COTTON WEB WORK BELT

**Size**: One Size  
- Heavy-duty cotton web.  
- Fits waist sizes 29" - 46".

### 2" POLY WEB WORK BELT

**Size**: One Size  
- Heavy-duty poly web.  
- Quick-release buckle.  
- Fits waist sizes 29" - 46".

### PADDED CONSTRUCTION SUSPENDERS

**Size**: One Size  
- Designed to transfer weight from waist to shoulders.  
- Fully adjustable length, front and back to fit most sizes.  
- Convenient quick fastening system.  
- Heavy-duty padding for user comfort.  
- Heavy-duty web for extra strength.

### PADDED WORK SUSPENDERS

**Size**: One Size  
- Adjustable to fit most sizes.  
- Heavy-duty front and rear clips.  
- 2" Wide foam-filled comfort pads.  
- Comfortable heavy-duty straps.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HEAVY-DUTY TAPE RULE ELASTIC SUSPENDERS</td>
<td>110RUL</td>
<td>Adjustable to fit most sizes. Elastic rear straps for added comfort. 2” Wide heavy-duty elastic straps. Heavy-duty front and rear clips. Nylon stitched for durability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEAVY-DUTY USA FLAG ELASTIC SUSPENDERS</td>
<td>110USA</td>
<td>Adjustable to fit most sizes. 2” Wide heavy-duty elastic straps. Heavy-duty front and rear clips. Nylon stitched for durability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEAVY-DUTY WORK SUSPENDERS</td>
<td>110BLU</td>
<td>Adjustable to fit most sizes. Elastic rear straps for added comfort. 2” Wide heavy-duty webbing for extra strength. Heavy-duty front and rear clips.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEAVY-DUTY WORK SUSPENDERS</td>
<td>110BLK</td>
<td>Adjustable to fit most sizes. Elastic rear straps for added comfort. 2” Wide heavy-duty webbing for extra strength. Heavy-duty front and rear clips.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEAVY-DUTY WORK SUSPENDERS</td>
<td>110RED</td>
<td>Adjustable to fit most sizes. Elastic rear straps for added comfort. 2” Wide heavy-duty webbing for extra strength. Heavy-duty front and rear clips.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEAVY-DUTY HI-VIZ™ WORK SUSPENDERS</td>
<td>14110</td>
<td>Adjustable to fit most sizes. Elastic rear straps for added comfort. 2” Wide heavy-duty webbing for extra strength. Heavy-duty front and rear clips.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We’ve got a great mix of heavy-duty canvas waist aprons, bib aprons, and tool bags. We’ve crafted in our renowned CLC quality to give them more utility and great value. And like the rest of our products, our canvas items are built tough.

### Reinforced Mason’s Tool Bag
- Leather handles and straps.
- Large 7” x 9” canvas pocket inside.
- Heavy gauge hinged steel frame for tight closure.
- Fiberboard bottom retains bag shape.
- 20” x 16” Deep with reinforced suede leather bottom.
- Metal studs on bottom increase abrasion resistance.

### 12” Leather Bottom Utility Bucket
- Made from heavy-duty canvas material with high strength top ring.
- Top grain leather bottom section for strength and durability.
- Back-braded rope handle, reinforced with metal grommets.
- 10½” Interior diameter x 16” Deep.
- One inside pocket.

### Canvas Nut & Bolt Bag
- Heavy-duty canvas duck construction.
- Large main pocket and 2 tapered spud wrench holders.
- Canvas loop accepts belts up to 4” wide.

### Canvas Log Carrier
- Heavy-duty canvas material construction.
- Suede leather handles.
- Rivet-reinforced for strength.

### Canvas Waist Apron
- Heavy-duty cotton canvas.
- Double row of 12 waist pockets.
- One size fits most.
- Machine washable.
COTTON WORK APRON

- pockets: 3
- 2 bib pad and pencil pockets.
- waist pocket for tools, parts, etc.
- machine washable.
- 36" overall length for good protection.
- one size fits most.

LOOP NECK APRON

- pockets: 4
- heavy-duty cotton canvas.
- 2 large waist pockets.
- machine washable.

CANVAS WAIST APRON

- pockets: 5
- heavy-duty cotton canvas.
- pockets for tools, pencils, parts, etc.
- machine washable.
- 2 polypropylene hammer loops.
- one size fits most.

CANVAS WORK APRON

- pockets: 2
- heavy-duty cotton canvas.
- 2 large pockets for nails, screws, tools, etc.
- double stitched for extra strength.
- one size fits most.

COTTON WORK APRON

- pockets: 3
- 2 bib pad and pencil pockets.
- waist pocket for tools, parts, etc.
- machine washable.
- 36" overall length for good protection.
- one size fits most.

SPLIT-LEG TRUCKER’S LOOP NECK APRON

- pockets: 5
- heavy-duty cotton canvas.
- pen and pencil pockets above waist.
- 3 waist level pockets.
- harness straps on each leg.
STRAP-IT TIE-DOWNS

Our Strap-It tie-downs are constructed of strong 1” webbing and are quick and convenient for securing loose tools and materials. Whether you are a contractor or DIY’er, Strap-It tie-downs can secure pipes, lumber, ladders, plywood and more. CLC Strap-Its are also practical and functional for recreational loads like camping and fishing gear, ice chests etc. So before you leave home, make sure your gear is secure and Strap-It.

AVAILABLE IN 6 COLOR-CODED LENGTHS

- **WS02**
  - 2’ RED WEB STRAP
  - Strong 1” heavy duty web construction.
  - Rustproof, cam-action buckle.

- **WS04**
  - 4’ YELLOW WEB STRAP

- **WS06**
  - 6’ GREEN WEB STRAP

- **WS08**
  - 8’ PURPLE WEB STRAP

- **WS10**
  - 10’ BLUE WEB STRAP

- **WS12**
  - 12’ BLACK WEB STRAP

AVAILABLE FOR RETAIL IN 2 FORMATS

- **WS00**
  - STARTER KIT
  - Shipping carton doubles as attractive, full color countertop display.
  - Front panel graphics for easy product reference.

- **2WS02**
  - 2 PACK - 2’ RED WEB STRAPS

- **2WS04**
  - 2 PACK - 4’ YELLOW WEB STRAPS

- **2WS06**
  - 2 PACK - 6’ GREEN WEB STRAPS

- **2WS08**
  - 2 PACK - 8’ PURPLE WEB STRAPS

- **2WS10**
  - 2 PACK - 10’ BLUE WEB STRAPS

- **2WS12**
  - 2 PACK - 12’ BLACK WEB STRAPS

WARNING:
Strap-Its are intended for light duty and do not have a load or weight capacity rating. Strap-Its are not intended for, and should not be used to secure any loads exceeding 100 lbs.
**TOOL LANYARDS**

**1025**

**INTERCHANGEABLE END TOOL LANYARD (41”–56”)**

- **TOOL WEIGHT LIMIT**: 6 LBS.
- 3 Interchangeable tool ends for quick tool changes.
- FOR TOOLS UP TO 6 LBS.
- High visibility ¾” webbing with internal shock cord.
- Two carabiners for secure belt and tool attachment.
- Convenient webbing loop for belt attachment.
- Heavy-duty, extra length lanyard.
- For tools up to 6 lbs.

**1027**

**2 CARABINER LANYARD (39”–56”)**

- **TOOL WEIGHT LIMIT**: 6 LBS.
- High visibility ¾” webbing with internal shock cord.
- Two carabiners for secure belt and tool attachment.
- Convenient webbing loop for belt attachment.
- Heavy-duty, extra length lanyard.
- For tools up to 6 lbs.

**1030**

**HEAVY-DUTY LANYARD (39”–56”)**

- **TOOL WEIGHT LIMIT**: 6 LBS.
- High visibility ¾” webbing with internal shock cord.
- 10” Webbing loop with dual-channel lock for secure tool attachment.
- Cinch or carabiner belt attachment.
- Convenient webbing loop for belt attachment.
- For tools up to 6 lbs.

**1020**

**TOOL LANYARD (31”–44”)**

- **TOOL WEIGHT LIMIT**: 6 LBS.
- High visibility ¼” webbing with internal shock cord.
- 10” Webbing loop with dual-channel lock for secure tool attachment.
- Cinch or carabiner belt attachment.
- Convenient webbing loop for belt attachment.
- For tools up to 6 lbs.

**1035**

**STRUCTURE LANYARD (58”–78”)**

- **TOOL WEIGHT LIMIT**: 15 LBS.
- Extra length for attaching tools to a fixed structure.
- High visibility 1” heavy-duty webbing with internal shock cord.
- 2 Heavy-duty locking carabiners.
- 78” Maximum working length.
- For tools up to 15 lbs.

**1005**

**WRIST LANYARD**

- **TOOL WEIGHT LIMIT**: 2.5 LBS.
- Secure hook and loop wrist closure.
- 10” Webbing loop with dual-channel lock for secure tool attachment.
- For tools up to 2.5 lbs.

**1010**

**WRIST LANYARD WITH INTERCHANGEABLE TOOL ENDS**

- **TOOL WEIGHT LIMIT**: 2.5 LBS.
- 3 Interchangeable tool ends for quick tool changes.
- Secure hook and loop wrist closure.
- 10” Webbing loop with dual-channel lock for secure tool attachment.
- For tools up to 2.5 lbs.
Textured TPR wrist strap with secure hook and loop closure.

Spandex backing for breathability and agility.

Stretch-fit thumb for a better fit and greater flexibility.

Heavy-duty TPR knuckle for protection against bumps.

Finger padding for bump protection.

Textured sure grip for extra grip and wearability.

Neoprene padded knuckles protect against bumps and scrapes.

Full neoprene cuff keeps debris out with textured pull-on tab.

Neoprene padded knuckles protect against bumps and scrapes.

Full neoprene cuff keeps debris out with textured pull-on tab.
Welcome to the CLC work glove section. Our latest glove offering, right here at your fingertips. Inside you’ll find a broad selection of styles for a multitude of applications. Our product designers have worked tirelessly to create some classic styles with innovative features that fit the needs of even the most discerning tradesman. We’ve selected the right materials and use tested construction techniques to give you superior wear. And, not only are our products built right, stylish and functional, they fit right, too. We take great pride in being a leader in the work glove category.
CLC Flex Grip gloves deliver an unmatched blend of style, function and quality. They’re form-fitted for added dexterity and reduced fatigue. We use quality materials and time-tested construction methods to make this dynamically styled line the best-of-the-best in high dexterity gloves. Our Synthetic palm material provides increased abrasion resistance for better wear. And our Stretch-Fit™ thumb feature and spandex back combine for a better fitting glove with greater flexibility.

**TRADESMAN™**
- S, M, L, X, XX
- Full neoprene cuff with textured TPR wrist strap with medical grade hook and loop closure, and textured pull-on tab.
- Terry-wipe thumb helps gently remove sweat or debris from face.
- Stretch spandex back for flexibility and fit.
- Heavy-duty TPR knuckle for protection against bumps.
- Neoprene padded knuckles protect against bumps and scrapes.
- Reinforced fingertips for enhanced wear and durability.
- Synthetic leather palm material for increased abrasion and tear resistance.
- Reinforced padded palm for enhanced wear and durability.

**CONTRACTOR XC™**
- M, L, X, XX
- XtraCoverage™ palm is reinforced for added abrasion resistance and better grip.
- Padded fingers and knuckles for protection against bumps.
- Terry-wipe thumb helps gently remove sweat or debris from face.
- Full neoprene cuff with medical grade hook and loop closure and textured pull-on tab.
- Stretch-Fit™ thumb and spandex back for flexibility and fit.
- Textured TPR wrist closure with secure hook and loop closure.

**PRO FRAMER XC™**
- M, L, X
- XtraCoverage™ palm is reinforced for added abrasion resistance and better grip.
- Fingerless design for better dexterity and feel for small parts and nails.
- Padded fingers and knuckles for protection against bumps.
- Full neoprene cuff with medical grade hook and loop closure and textured pull-on tab.
- Stretch-Fit™ thumb and spandex back for flexibility and fit.
- Textured TPR wrist closure with secure hook and loop closure.
WORK GLOVES

HI-VISIBILITY™

- Padded synthetic leather palm material is soft and comfortable to wear.
- 3 Touch screen finger tips for use with multiple devices.
- High visibility spandex with reflective fingertips and strap closure.

HANDYMAN

- Padded synthetic leather palm material is soft and comfortable to wear.
- Elastic cuff design with textured pull-on tab for easy-on, easy-off.
- Textured fingertip pads provide added abrasion resistance.

SUBCONTRACTOR™

- S, M, L, X, XX

- Padded synthetic leather palm material is soft and comfortable to wear.
- 3 Touch screen finger tips for use with multiple devices.
- High visibility spandex with reflective fingertips and strap closure.

- Padded palm and knuckles provide protection against bumps.
- Wide elastic cuff with medical grade hook and loop closure and textured pull-on tab.
- Reinforced fingertip pads provide added abrasion resistance.
- Padded palm for enhanced wear and durability.
- Stretch spandex back for flexibility and fit.
- Terry-wipe thumb helps gently remove sweat or debris from face.

- Synthetic leather palm material for increased abrasion and tear resistance.
- Padded palm for enhanced wear and durability.
- Full neoprene cuff with textured TPR wrist strap with medical grade hook and loop closure, and textured pull-on tab.
- Ring-Cut™ feature easily converts to “fingerless” glove of your choice.

- Padded knuckles provide protection against bumps.
- Stretch spandex back for flexibility and fit.
- S, M, L, X, XX

- Reversible Alexander McQueen x Puma sneaker with a white and black design.
Padded palm and knuckles provide protection against bumps.
Wide elastic cuff with medical grade hook and loop closure and textured pull-on tab.
Textured TPR wrist closure.

Silicone palm print provides better grip on smooth surfaces.
Synthetic leather palm material for increased abrasion and tear resistance.
Fingertip pads provide added abrasion resistance.

Padded palm and knuckles provide protection against bumps.
Wide elastic cuff with medical grade hook and loop closure and textured pull-on tab.
Textured TPR wrist closure.

XtraCoverage™ palm is reinforced for added abrasion resistance and better grip.
Elastic cuff with hook and loop closure and textured pull-on tab.
Terry-wipe thumb helps gently remove sweat or debris from face.

Padded synthetic palm material is soft and comfortable to wear.
Open cuff design with textured pull-on tab for easy-on, easy-off.
Textured fingertip pads provide added abrasion resistance.

Padded knuckles for protection against bumps.
Stretch spandex back for flexibility and fit.

Padded synthetic palm material is soft and comfortable to wear.
Elastic cuff with hook and loop closure and textured pull-on tab.
Reinforced fingertip pads provide added abrasion resistance.

Padded knuckles for protection against bumps.
Stretch spandex back for flexibility and fit.

**BOXER™**

**SIZES**  M, L, X

**WORKRIGHT XC™**

**SIZES**  M, L, X

**WORKRIGHT OC™**

**SIZES**  M, L, X

**WORKRIGHT™**

**SIZES**  M, L, X
Polyester lining provides warmth without bulk.

Synthetic palm material for increased abrasion and tear resistance.

Padded palm, fingers and knuckles provide protection against bumps.

Textured fingertip pads provide added abrasion resistance.

Elastic cuff with medical grade hook and loop closure and textured pull-on tab.

Bundling:
- *Mossy Oak® is a trademark used under license from Hass Outdoors, Inc., by CLC.
**GLOVE TECH FEATURES**

3 Touch screen finger tips for use with multiple devices.

Reinforced textured palm pads and fingertips for better grip and durability.

Synthetic leather palm material for increased abrasion and tear resistance.

Bright lime-yellow LED illumination around rubberized safety cuff.

Illuminated flexible polymer strips with 2 settings: steady glow or flash modes.

Terry-wipe thumb helps gently remove sweat or debris from face.

Stretch spandex back for flexibility and fit.

Padded palm and knuckles provide protection against bumps.

Powered by easily replaceable #2032 3V Lithium batteries (included).
We’ve taken premium grade leather and combined it with breathable, stretch spandex to give the ultimate in comfort and performance. Our Hybrid line is truly a synergistic blend of materials that work better together providing durability and comfort along with a strikingly stylish look and solid feel. Once you’ve tried our Hybrid gloves, you may never go back to traditional work gloves.

**HYBRID**

**TOP GRAIN GOATSKIN WITH REINFORCED PALM**

- M, L, X

- Full neoprene cuff with molded TPR wrist strap with hook and loop closure.
- Keystone thumb with gusset stitching.
- Stretchable lycra finger side panels.
- Reinforced textured palm pads and fingertips for better grip and durability.
- Neoprene wrist with hook and loop closure.
- Reinforced leather patches on palm and fingertips.
- Stretchable lycra finger side panels.
- Keystone thumb.

**SUEDE PALM WITH KNIT WRIST**

- M, L, X

- Breathable spandex back.
- Keystone thumb with gusset stitching.
- Stretchable lycra finger side panels.
- Knit wrist for a snug fit.

**TOP GRAIN DEERSKIN WITH REINFORCED PALM**

- M, L, X

- Stretchable lycra side panels for improved dexterity.
- Leather knuckles.
- Top grain deerskin leather.
- Full neoprene cuff with molded TPR wrist strap with hook and loop closure.
- Keystone thumb with gusset stitching.
- Stretch spandex back for flexibility and fit.
- Neoprene wrist with hook and loop closure.
- Reinforced leather patches on palm and fingertips.
- Stretchable lycra finger side panels.
- Keystone thumb.
Take a quick look at our line of traditional work gloves and we’re confident you'll find the hand protection that’s right for you. We have all the top styles and materials representing both the DIY'er and the professional. Whether you’re looking for Safety Cuffs, Drivers, String Knit, Latex Dipped or Chemical, we have the fit and coverage to defend your hands from harsh working conditions.

**2053 HEAVY DUTY TOP GRAIN COWHIDE DRIVER**

**SIZES** | S, M, L, X, XX

- Split cowhide leather palm patch.
- Shirred wrist with leather binding.
- Keystone Thumb.

**2058 PREMIUM TOP GRAIN COWHIDE DRIVER**

**SIZES** | M, L, XL

- Premium top grain cowhide.
- Keystone thumb.
- Palm patch.
- Hook and loop wrist closure.

**2065 TOP GRAIN COWHIDE DRIVER**

**SIZES** | S, M, L, X

- Top grain cowhide.
- Keystone thumb.
- Shirred wrist with cotton binding.
- Gunn cut.

**2063 TOP GRAIN DEERSKIN DRIVER**

**SIZES** | M, L, X

- Premium top grain deerskin.
- Keystone thumb.
- Gunn cut.
- Shirred wrist with leather binding.
WORK GLOVES

TOP GRAIN PIGSKIN DRIVER
SIZES | M, L, X

- Top grain pigskin.
- Keystone thumb.
- Palm patch.
- Shirred wrist with leather binding.

SPLIT COWHIDE DRIVER
SIZES | M, L, X

- Split cowhide leather.
- Keystone thumb.
- Adjustable tape and ball closure.
- Gunn cut.

TOP GRAIN GOATSKIN DRIVER
SIZES | M, L, XL

- Premium top grain goatskin.
- Keystone thumb.
- Palm patch.
- Shirred wrist with leather binding.

SPLIT COWHIDE DRIVER
SIZES | M, L, XL

- Split cowhide leather.
- Keystone thumb.
- Shirred wrist with leather binding.
- Gunn cut.

SPLIT LEATHER PALM SAFETY CUFF
SIZE | M, L, X

- Split cowhide leather palm.
- 2 1/2" rubberized safety cuff.
- Shirred wrist.
- Wing thumb.

ECONOMY SAFETY CUFF
SIZE | L

- Economy split leather palm.
- Cotton back and wrist.
- Rubberized cuff.
- Wing thumb.

WELDER'S GLOVE
SIZE | L

- Split cowhide welders glove.
- 14" flared gauntlet cuff.
- Wing thumb with full sock lining.
- Gunn cut.

ECONOMY SAFETY CUFF 12-PACK
SIZE | L

- Economy split leather palm.
- Rubberized cuff.
- Sold in bulk (12 pairs per pack, no headers).
- Wing thumb.
**ECONOMY LEATHER PALM**
- Size: L
- Economy split leather palm.
- Cotton back and wrist.
- Clute cut.
- Straight thumb.

**ECONOMY STRING KNIT**
- Size: L
- Cotton/polyester knit.
- Wear on either hand.
- Elasticized wrist.
- Used as glove or liner. 
  <span>PK2001 - 6 Pack</span>

**STRING KNIT GLOVES**
- Size: L
- Bleached cotton/polyester knit.
- Wear on either hand.
- Elasticized wrist.
- Used as glove or liner.

**POLYURETHANE DIP GLOVES**
- Size: M, L, X
- Seamless nylon liner.
- Polyurethane dip.
- Lightweight
- High dexterity.

**NITRILE DIP GLOVES**
- Size: S, M, L, X
- Nylon knit shell.
- Nitrile dipped palm.
- Elasticized wrist.
**ECONOMY STRING KNIT LATEX DIP, 12-PACK**

**SIZE | L**

- Lightweight knit shell.
- Latex dip palm.
- Sold in bulk (12 pairs per pack, no headers).
- Flat finish on palm.

**ECONOMY STRING KNIT LATEX DIP**

**SIZE | M, L, X**

- Economy knit shell.
- Latex dip palm.
- Elasticized wrist.
- Flat finish on palm.

**LATEX DIP GRIPPER GLOVES**

**SIZE | S, M, L, X**

- Cotton/polyester knit shell.
- Natural latex rubber dipped palm.
- Elasticized wrist.
- Crinkled finish on latex palm.

**LATEX DIP GRIPPER GLOVES, 3-PACK**

**SIZE | S, M, L, X**

- Cotton/polyester knit shell.
- Natural latex rubber dipped palm.
- Elasticized wrist.
- Crinkled finish on latex palm.

**CUT RESISTANT POLYURETHANE DIP GLOVES**

**SIZE | M, L, X**

- HDPE fiber provides high dexterity with CUT LEVEL 5 protection.
- Polyurethane coating on palm provides excellent abrasion resistance.
- EN388.4543, highest CE rating in abrasion, cut, tear and puncture resistance.

**CUT AND IMPACT RESISTANT NITRILE DIP GLOVES**

**SIZE | M, L, X, XX**

- Complete TPR dorsal Impact protection from top of hand to the tip of fingers.
- EN388.4543, highest CE rating in abrasion, cut, tear and puncture resistance.
- HDPE engineered knit fiber provides high dexterity with CUT LEVEL 5 protection.

**TOUCH SCREEN GRIPPER GLOVES**

**SIZE | M, L, X**

- 3 Touch screen finger tips for use with mobile devices.
- Nitrile and Polyurethane palm for a more sensitive grip.
- Knit shell design to maximize air circulation.
- Elasticized wrist.

**TOUCH SCREEN HI-VIZ® GRIPPER GLOVES**

**SIZE | M, L, X**

- 3 Touch screen finger tips for use with mobile devices.
- Nitrile and Polyurethane palm for a more sensitive grip.
- Knit shell design to maximize air circulation.
- Elasticized wrist.

**100% COTTON BROWN JERSEY GLOVES, 12-PACK**

**SIZE | L**

- Heavyweight brown jersey.
- 100% Cotton.
- Sold in bulk (12 pairs per pack, no headers).
- Straight thumb.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2008 | BROWN JERSEY GLOVES | Sizes: L  
- Standard weight brown jersey.  
- Cotton/polyester blend.  
- Knit wrist.  
- Straight thumb. |
| 2009 | BROWN JERSEY GLOVES WITH PVC GRIPPER DOTS | Sizes: L  
- Standard weight brown jersey.  
- Cotton/polyester blend.  
- PVC gripper dots on palm and thumb.  
- Straight thumb.  
- Knit wrist. |
| 2008B | BROWN JERSEY GLOVES, 12-PACK | Sizes: L  
- Standard weight brown jersey.  
- Cotton/polyester blend.  
- Knit wrist.  
- Straight thumb.  
- Sold in bulk (12 pairs per pack, no headers). |
| 2002 | ECONOMY COTTON CANVAS GLOVES | Size: L  
- Standard weight cotton canvas.  
- Cotton/polyester blend.  
- Clute cut with knit wrist.  
- Straight thumb. |
| 2004 | COTTON CANVAS WORK GLOVES | Size: L  
- Heavyweight cotton canvas.  
- Cotton/polyester blend.  
- Overlock black knit wrist.  
- Straight thumb. |
| 2006 | COTTON CANVAS GLOVES WITH PVC GRIPPER DOTS | Size: L  
- Standard weight cotton canvas.  
- Cotton/polyester blend.  
- Gripper dots/Overlock knit wrist.  
- Straight thumb. |
Our complete line of winter work and sport gloves help to keep your hands warm in the most unforgiving cold weather conditions. We offer a variety of materials and styles that are lined or insulated to keep you comfortable when work or play takes you outdoors in winter.
When handling chemicals, it’s always a good habit to wear the appropriate gloves and eye protection. We carry a number of chemical resistant gloves, both reusable and disposable. Matching the type of glove to the chemical exposure is key. We make gloves made of PVC, Nitrile and Latex, in coverage lengths from wrist to gauntlet so the correct glove can be chosen for the required application.

**LATEX DISPOSABLE BOX**
(PRE-POWDERED)

- **Sizes:** S, M, L, X
- 5 Mil. industrial grade.
- Rolled cuff.
- Latex
- 100 Gloves per box.

**NITRILE DISPOSABLE BOX**
(PRE-POWDERED)

- **Sizes:** S, M, L, X
- 4 Mil. industrial grade.
- Rolled cuff.
- Nitrile
- 100 Gloves per box.

**2316 - Powdered.**

**2320 - Powdered.**
**2322 - Non-Powdered.**

**NITRILE DISPOSABLE BOX**
(NON-POWDERED)

- **Size:** L
- 5 Mil. industrial grade.
- Rolled cuff.
- Nitrile
- 50 Gloves per box.

**2323L**

**NITRILE DISPOSABLE BOX**
(NON-POWDERED)

- **Sizes:** M, L, X
- 6 Mil. industrial grade.
- Rolled cuff.
- Textured finish.
- Nitrile
- 100 Gloves per box.

**2337**

**NITRILE DISPOSABLE**
(PRE-POWDERED)

- **Size:** L
- 4 Mil. industrial grade.
- Rolled cuff.
- Nitrile
- 10 Gloves per bag.

**2331**

**2336** - 10 Gloves per bag.
PVC DIP, KNIT WRIST GLOVES

- Smooth finish PVC dipped gloves.
- Actifresh® cotton flannel liner.*
- Knit wrist.

PVC 12” GAUNTLET CUFF GLOVES

- Double-dipped PVC coating.
- Actifresh® cotton flannel liner.*
- 12” Gauntlet cuff.

PVC 14” GAUNTLET CUFF GLOVES

- Double-dipped PVC coating.
- Actifresh® cotton jersey liner.*
- 14” Gauntlet cuff.
- Sandy finish on hand.

PVC 18” GAUNTLET CUFF GLOVES

- Double-dipped PVC coating.
- Actifresh® cotton jersey liner.*
- 18” Gauntlet cuff.
- Sandy finish on hand.

SINGLE PACK ORANGE LATEX STRIPPER GLOVES

- Heavy weight latex.
- Cotton flock lining.
- Embossed grip.
- 12” Gauntlet cuff.

SINGLE PACK YELLOW LATEX CLEANING GLOVES

- Yellow latex.
- Cotton flock lining.
- Embossed grip.
- 12” Gauntlet cuff.

SINGLE PACK GREEN NITRILE GLOVES

- Green nitrile.
- Embossed grip.
- 12” Gauntlet cuff.

* Actifresh® - Anti Bacterial treatment
High dexterity and disposable gloves are a necessity for the professional, occasional, or hobby mechanic. Our Pit Crew automotive glove line is made using the same high quality materials and construction techniques as our Flex Grip line. No matter if you’re changing oil, rotating tires, or swapping out an engine, we’ve got the fit and protection you need around the shop.

**ENGINE CREW™ MECHANIC’S GLOVES**

- **Sizes:** M, L, XL
- **Features:**
  - Padded synthetic palm material is soft and comfortable.
  - Stretch spandex back for flexibility and fit.
  - Synthetic palm material for increased abrasion and tear resistance.
  - Padded knuckles protect against bumps and scrapes.
  - Reinforced fingertips for enhanced wear and durability.
  - 3 Touch screen finger tips for use with multiple devices.
  - TPR wrist strap with medical grade hook and loop closure, and textured pull-on tab.

**PIT CREW™ MECHANIC’S GLOVES**

- **Sizes:** M, L, XL
- **Features:**
  - Wing closing wrist strap.
  - Padded knuckle and palm.
  - Synthetic leather.
  - Stretch spandex.
  - Neoprene cuff.

**SPEED CREW™ MECHANIC’S GLOVES**

- **Sizes:** M, L, XL
- **Features:**
  - Synthetic palm material.
  - Elastic wrist cuff.
  - Synthetic palm material.
  - Elastic wrist cuff.

**NITRILE DISPOSABLE GLOVES**

- **Sizes:** M, L, XL
- **Features:**
  - 4 Mil. industrial grade.
  - Rolled cuff.
  - Textured finish.
  - 10 Pre-powdered gloves per bag.

**LATEX DISPOSABLE GLOVES**

- **Sizes:** M, L
- **Features:**
  - 5 Mil. industrial grade.
  - Rolled cuff.
  - 10 Pre-powdered gloves per bag.
We’re dedicated to, and focused on in-store support. We understand our customers and the necessity of making work gear appealing and accessible. We have a number of different displays designed to capture the attention of a busy tradesman or pique the interest of a project confident DIY-er. Take a moment to check out all our hard-working, easy-to-use merchandisers.

**QUARTER PALLET BOXES**

- Generates impulse sales.
- Our biggest point of sale weapon for grabbing impulse shoppers.
- Attractive full color graphics.
- Call factory for available styles.

**CLC TECH GEAR QUARTER PALLET**

Available in 3 styles

- L234QP
- L230QP

**CLC QUARTER PALLET**

21"W x 16"D x 24"H

- Generic quarter pallet can be used with most CLC styles.

**WORK GLOVE QUARTER PALLET**

21"W x 16"D x 24"H

- Generic quarter pallet can be used for all work gloves.

**CLIP STRIPS**

- Generates impulse sales.
- Preloaded for easy setup.
- Display your hottest, highest turn items.
- Easy way to cross-merchandise.

**AVAILABLE IN 3 STYLES**

- HV230
- H361
- H5023
- H5124
- HR104
- H439
RACK PROGRAMS

- Sturdy, welded tube steel with heavy gauge wire, and peg hooks with scan plates; caster wheels for portability.
- Attractive full-color graphic side panels and header.
- Helps preserve valuable wall space.
- Designed to thrive in high traffic areas.
- Easily configured for multiple display options.

RACK PROGRAMS

**SINGLE - SIDED (RACK ONLY)**

26”W x 15”D x 78”H

**DOUBLE - SIDED (RACK ONLY)**

26”W x 26”D x 78”H

**24” WIDE (RACK ONLY)**

27.5”W x 13”D x 78”H

**48” WIDE (RACK ONLY)**

55”W x 13”D x 78”H

---

800.325.0455 | www.goclo.com
**COUNTER DISPLAYS**

- Generates impulse sales.
- Preloaded for easy setup.
- Easy way to cross-merchandise.

- Display your hottest, highest turn items.
- Call factory for available items.

**COUNTER DISPLAY**

- 4 AVAILABLE STYLES
- C1082R
- G351SP
- G340SP
- G345SP

- Shipping carton doubles as attractive, full color countertop display.
  - 17”W x 17”D x 19”H (including header)

- Corrugated cut-case design with integral peg hooks.
- Part #RWD1 (Display Only).

- Front panel graphics for easy product reference.
- 12”W x 9”D x 12”H

- Rack only.
- Rack only.

**STACKABLE DISPLAY BOXES**

- A versatile, stackable open-tray display box.
- Merchandise work gloves in high-traffic areas, shelf, aisle or countertop.
- Stack them on the floor, arrange them on a pallet or create an end-cap.
- Designed to hold 24 to 96 pairs of work gloves.

**PVC PONCHOS COUNTER DISPLAY**

- HOLDS UP TO 20 PONCHOS
- C1081R
- G361SP
- G340SP
- G345SP

- Holds up to 20 ponchos
- Holds 36 pairs

- Rack only.
- Rack only.

**GLOVE DISPLAY BOXES**

- GDO1GN
- 20”W x 12.75”D x 10.75”H

- Box only.
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